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In stark contrast to the dysfunctional megacity of today, The Municipality 
of Metropolitan Toronto was a city that worked. Some refer to this period 
from 1954 to 1998 as Toronto’s “Golden Age.”

This book traces the growth and governance of the city from its 
creation in 1834 through its successful Metro years to why and how the 
decision was made to establish the present megacity while at the same time 
either accidentally or deliberately turning the Ontario government into 
both a provincial government and a regional government, as well, for a 
significantly enlarged Greater Toronto Area.

Then it urges the provincial government to initiate a long over-due 
review of the governance of the city aimed at returning it to a city that 
works either by way of a de-amalgamation, as successfully achieved in 
Montreal, or at the very least by a decentralization of local responsibilities.

“As Premier of Quebec, my government passed legislation to allow 
previously amalgamated municipalities to de–amalgamate. While calling 
on the Ontario government to review the governance of Toronto, Alan 
Redway points out not only that Montreal was successfully de–amalgamated 
but alternatively that the city of Montreal’s present borough system could 
well be a model for a more decentralized Toronto form of government.”

— Hon. Jean Charest, former Premier of Quebec

“Alan Redway guides us through the creation and evolution of Metro 
Toronto and of the amalgamated city. Toronto’s policy–makers–both 
provincially and locally–should carefully consider his plea to ‘Bring Back 
the City that Worked’.”

— Andrew Sancton, professor of political science at Western University

“Alan Redway has done a superb job of pulling together so many back-room 
stories about how decisions were made over a fifty year period leading up 
to the creation of the megacity–and why it should be rethought. Bravo!”

— John Sewell, former Mayor of Toronto
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Friends William, Robert, and Annie are on the cusp of adulthood 
while the world is on the brink of war. It is a Canadian summer 
in 1939 and Robert and Annie’s love has blossomed, even as 
the inevitability of the boys joining up means separation and 
the fi rst of many losses. Fearing he might not return, Robert 
makes William promise to take care of Annie. Every arena of 
their lives is infi ltrated by the war, from the home front to the 
underground of queer London to the bloody battlefi elds of Italy. 
Even in the aftermath, in the shadow of The Dreamland, these 
friends fi ght their own inner battles: to have faith in their right 
to love and be loved, to honour their promises and ultimately 
fi nd their way “home.”

“Laurel Deedrick-Mayne recreates, with astonishing depth and nuance, a 

part of our war history that hasn’t been written about nearly enough. For 

that alone, this book is a must-read: and yet there is so much more, too, 

to enthral us in A Wake For The Dreamland. Here is a novel which takes us 

from the big-sky beauty of Alberta to the shimmering hills of Italy, from the 

energetic buzz of young Edmonton to the swinging step of wartime London 

to the dark heart of war itself. And it takes, us, as well, deep into a shattered 

mind, into broken hearts, into the shame and rapture of lust — and the joy 

of love. Accomplishing all this in one novel is an extraordinary feat; this is 

an extraordinary book. By turns hilarious, harrowing, and heartbreaking, it 

will dig deep into your heart and never let you go.”

Melanie Little, author of 

The Apprentice’s Masterpiece and Confi dence
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A Wake For TheDreamland
L A U R E L  D E E D R I C K - M A Y N E

Cover Photo by Nico Humby
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� n sixteenth century Ireland, Alainn McCreary
is healer to Chieftain O'Brien, his clan and his kin. Few realize she is 
also capable of many unusual supernatural abilities. Morag, the old healer, 
warns her against the use of her magic. But without it, how will she learn 
the secret surrounding the Glade Witch, or end the malevolent curse on 
the O'Brien line? Even her powers of perception will not allow her to see 
how deeply she is connected to both.
 
She faces danger and uncertainty as she catches the chieftain's eye, his 
priest's suspicion, and his nephew's heart.

Leigh Ann Edwards has been writing novels for nearly twenty years. Her travels to 
the UK, Ireland and Massachusetts inspired � e Farrier's Daughter and its sequel 
novels. She lives in Edmonton,  Alberta with her husband.

L E I G H  A N N  E D WA R D S
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"...an exciting, well-researched � rst series installment...
Alainn provides a beautiful example of a strong, self-
determined female character, as she struggles in a patriarchal 
society that uses overt sexual violence to keep power."

                   — Kirkus Reviews

The Irish Witch Series
[ BOOK ONE]

A powerful, surprising fantasy that 
will leave readers excited for the next 
book in the series."

— Kirkus Reviews
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MELANIJA VANAGA

Translated by Maruta Voitkus-Lukins

"Those among us who survived," says Melanija, "did so be-
cause we were unbelievably full of the determination and 
will to live, and faith in our ultimate liberation, as well 

as because all the disasters arose unexpectedly."  

From her own and some of her fellow victims' notes and diaries written while 
the experiences were raw, she portrays an authentic panorama of  what ethnic 

cleansing looked like on the ground during her involuntary Siberian exile (1941-
1956). First on an animal collecting station near Tyukhtet when her son Alnis is 
only nine, and later in the village itself, she and the other women endure home-
lessness, borderline starvation, extreme cold, humiliation, insult, ill treatment 
and brutality, and all the while without any knowledge about their husbands' 
fate, the men having been separated from the women and children already at the 
�rst train station where their ordeal began. Add to that, black mud into which 
one sinks up to the knees, and in Melanija's case, a death's door operation.

Miraculously, some survived, and a few, like Alnis, even ultimately regained a re-
spected position in society.

Indomitable, iron lady Melanija recorded uncounted biographies of those who 
did not—members of her extended family, neighbours, friends and acquaintanc-
es. She �lled one hundred and ten large albums in her calligraphic handwriting, 
supplemented by photographs, and hand drawn maps and pictures. 

In Latvia, this documentary became an instant modern classic. In September 
2014 it was published in Russian.
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Sixteen Years in Siberia
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Cathy Robinson is a Registered Psychologist in Alberta. A graduate of York University 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree with Honours in Psychology, she has also completed a 
Master’s of Education degree in the Counselling Program at the University of Alberta. Over 
the past 15 years Cathy has worked and volunteered in family and teen support programs, 
employment programs for youth, in programs that support new immigrants to Canada and 
in hospital settings. She has also worked as a sessional instructor at the University of  
Alberta. As a psychologist working in private practice in a medical clinic her clients  
included children, adolescents, adults, and couples.  

Cathy began to pursue the area of writing after the birth of her third child,  and her hope 
is to continue writing as a way to reach out and inspire others. She currently resides in 
Edmonton, Alberta with her husband and their children.
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Cathy Robinson, M. Ed., Registered Psychologist
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Governing Toronto: 

Bringing Back the City 

That Worked

Alan Redway

hardcover • 37.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5199-7

paperback • 24.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5200-0

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5201-7

A Wake For the 

Dreamland

Laurel Deedrick-Mayne

hardcover • 41.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5852-1

paperback • 29.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5853-8

ebook • 3.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5854-5

The Farrier’s Daughter

Leigh Ann Edwards

hardcover • 31.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0873-1

paperback • 17.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0871-7

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0872-4 

7 Easy Steps To A 

Positive Mind: How to 

Shrink Your Negative 

Monster

Cathy Robinson

paperback • 11.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0576-1

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0577-8

Suddenly, a Criminal: 

Sixteen Years in Siberia

Melanija Vanaga

hardcover • 52.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6402-7

paperback • 41.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6403-4

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6404-1

A quiet six-year-old girl, brought to America in 1955, was welcomed into the loving 
home of family members who adopted her as their own cherished daughter. 
Raised by a gentle, strong father and beautiful, elegant mother, Rose learned 
through discipline, guidance, and unconditional love what it meant to seek God, 
strive for excellence in all things, and respect others without compromising 
oneself. Upon this foundation would she build the rest of her life in spite of the 
storms that would soon test her.

As a young woman, Rose was no stranger to grief: at the age of nine, she lost 
her beloved father to illness. And so it was that when she met and married her 
soul mate, Gabriel, she rejoiced in the profound and abundant blessing that was 
marriage and family, only to face devastating loss once again a few years later 
when the love of her life was diagnosed with leukemia.

Upon becoming a widow before she was thirty years old, the young mother was 
charged with raising her three children alone. Though she was stricken with 
grief, she set her mind and spirit upon the task she had promised her husband 
to see through: to raise and equip their children with the love, integrity,  and 
education that he himself so valued and had dreamed of imparting. 

This is the memoir of the young woman who exemplified values by which she 
would raise her children—values that are as relevant today as they were forty 
years ago. In spite of loss, grief, loneliness, frustration, and discrimination, her 
convictions and steadfast faith would reap great rewards, leading her to rejoice 
in the fruit of her labor while building a legacy that will continue for generations.
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A Memoir by 
Rose A. Hunt

A Mother’s Story
MOM 3MD
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ALMOST ELEVEN

The Murder of Brenda Sue Sayers

By Harrell Glenn Crowson

Almost Eleven is the documentation of the January 7, 1965 abduction, 
rape and murder of ten year-old Brenda Sue Sayers in the small town of 
Brawley, California. Imperial Valley’s biggest crime is detailed through 
volumes of o�  cial records and interviews with witnesses, relatives and 
investigators.

Serial killer Robert Eugene Pennington not only murdered Sayers, 
but was a suspect in killing Dorothy Minor-Hindman in Fresno and 
possibly � fteen other innocent victims from coast to coast including 
one victim attributed to the Boston Strangler.

Extensive research provides the reader with details of Pennington’s 
life before and after his encounter with Brenda.

The author is a native of California and attended college at Imperial 

Valley College and San Diego State University. His initial entry into 

public service was as a police o�  cer in 1969. Crowson subsequently held 

positions as a Parks and Recreation Director, City Manager, and General 

Manager of various cities and special districts. He is married with three 

grown children and two grandchildren. Although retired, Crowson con-

tinues to write about large crimes in small towns. Crowson and his wife, 

Linda, currently reside in Desert Hot Springs, California.
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THE SI PETER SON STORY
A  L e g a c y  o f  F a i t h

by Si’s Mom - Anita Begieneman

A tale of miracles and hope, The Si Peterson Story recounts the 

extraordinary life of Frank Siedel Peterson (Si), a young, vibrant 

sixteen-year-old who fell from a high bar while doing gymnastics, and 

broke his neck. Instantly and totally paralyzed from his chin down, Si 

spent the next eighteen years of his life as a quadriplegic. Narrated 

by his devoted mother, Si’s journey is a beautiful example of a life 

lived with courage, faith, and complete trust in the Heavenly Father’s 

will. The Si Peterson Story leaves its reader inspired and strengthened 

by the legacy of Si’s unbreakable faith.

Anita Begieneman loves children and has embraced 
the title of “Mom” from many people over the years. 
She’s proud to have been known as Grand Mom, 
Great-Grand Mom, Step (or “Bonus”) Mom, Foster 
Mom, and Si’s Mom. This last name, “Si’s Mom,” 
is how Anita was known for the 18 years her son, Si 
Peterson, spent as a quadriplegic. Even today, many 
years after Si’s death, his friends approach her on the 
street and ask her, “Aren’t you Si’s Mom?” Anita’s role 
as Si’s Mom was a privilege and an honour, because Si 
was such a strong example of courage and faith. Anita 
feels as though she must have done something right 
in the spirit world to be chosen as Si’s mother, and she 

looks forward to the day she will be reunited with him. Before she was a Mom, Anita 
earned a teaching degree from the University of Alberta in Edmonton and spent 
� ve years working with children in an elementary school.
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Own It
Yo u r  S u c c e s s ,
Yo u r  F u t u r e ,

Yo u r  L i f e

written by

Clare Beckton
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Women today are bombarded with exhortations to “lean in” 

and break through glass ceilings—but we are only encouraged to do 

so as long as we don’t forget our “primary” duties, such as running 

a household or providing caregiving for children and aging parents. 

While trying to meet unrelenting demands in both professional and 

domestic arenas, we struggle to succeed in a system that has not yet 

fully adapted to our needs or our perspectives, even in this modern 

age.

Despite these obstacles, we can indeed control our lives and de� ne 

our own success according to our passions, our talents, and our 

ambitions. Coming from a poor, rural childhood in Saskatchewan and 

rising to an executive-level career in the nation’s capital, author Clare 

Beckton forged her own path to empowerment and success by trial 

and error along the way. With a balance of pragmatism, candour, and 

insight, Own It speaks to women everywhere while demonstrating 

how to truly lay claim to life on your own terms.

OwnIt_SC_14-06-17.indd   1 2014-08-21   9:10 AM
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A true story by Laurie Anne Hoover
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Flipping through a bag of old photographs, Lynn Hellers relives 
her traumatic childhood growing up in the low-income row 
houses of Kingston, Ontario, in the 1970s and 80s. Against the 
backdrop of the dramatic social and political upheaval of the 
era, Lynn’s young life is dominated by crushing poverty and the 
violent explosions of her alcoholic and abusive father. When 
his anger wasn’t vented on their mother, he turned to Lynn 
and her younger siblings, who quickly learned to keep their 
thoughts to themselves. Amidst the burden of survival, Lynn’s 
coming of age is further complicated by a profound crisis 
of faith and heartbreaking confusion around her sexuality. 
Her only respite came from her caring and gentle maternal 
grandparents, who offered a safe haven and encouraged her to 
pursue her passion for visual art as well as a determination to 
carve out a life for herself. 

Lynn’s memoir is told with frank and unapologetic realism 
that is at times harshly troubling, and others bizarrely comical. 
It is a story of compelling resilience, crushing neglect, and 
unshakable hope.

Laurie Anne Hoover was born in Kingston, Ontario, 
where she received undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from Queen’s University. She maintains an 
active art practice, largely in painting, with works 
ranging from surrealism to post-modernism. 

She is a secondary school teacher and now 
resides with her partner in Brighton, Ontario.

Trash_SC_15-01-10.indd   1 2015-05-05   11:36 AM

Trash: A True Story

Laurie Anne Hoover

hardcover • 34.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6272-6

paperback • 21.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6273-3

ebook • 5.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6274-0

Almost Eleven: 

The Murder of Brenda 

Sue Sayers 

Harrell Glenn Crowson

hardcover • 35.99 USD 

978-1-4602-2227-0

paperback • 24.99 USD 

978-1-4602-2228-7

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-2229-4

Own It: Your Success, 

Your Future, Your Life

Clare Beckton

hardcover • 29.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5230-7

paperback • 14.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5231-4

ebook • 8.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5232-1

Mom 3MD: 

A Mother’s Story

Rose A. Hunt

hardcover • 31.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6258-0

paperback • 17.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6259-7

ebook • 4.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6260-3

The Si Peterson Story: 

A Legacy of Faith

Anita Begieneman

hardcover • 32.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4017-5

paperback • 18.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4018-2

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4019-9
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Now more accessible than ever,

self publishing is the most powerful

option for authors who want to make 

their mark in the literary world.

Tradition, Quality, and Trust.
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“It’s not like people think. They think evil lies in the darkness. They think that it hides in the forest or in the 

swamp, a dark attic, or a dimly lit basement. Evil stands in the daylight and watches us each day. It holds a 

door for us, it looks us in the eyes and asks if it can help.”

The Incarnations of Joe

The Key • Book One

Timothy Weatherall

www.timothyweatherall.com

Fiction, Fantasy 
264 pages • b/w 

5.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 34.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6629-8

paperback • 21.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6630-4

ebook • 5.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6631-1

Timothy Weatherall lives in Wasaga Beach, Ontario, with 
his wife Melissa and his two sons Aidan & Christian. The 
Incarnations of Joe: The Key is his first novel.

Death has come to the woods surrounding an isolated 
northern mining town. It is the night of Christmas 1960, 
and what Joe Magister is about to encounter on the road 
will leave him forever changed and bring him face to face 
with his true heritage. What he will come to learn is that no 
truth is as simple as what is taught in church. Angels and 
demons; Heaven and Hell; good versus evil—none of it is as 
it seems. And when a marriage of old souls is put asunder 
there are consequences that must be paid.

“The Incarnations of Joe - The 

Key, has it all... from childlike 

innocence to adulterated 

morals, his book will leave 

readers of all ages craving 

more... a gripping tale that 

intensely challenges spiritual 

beliefs and keeps the reader 

wavering on a precipice 

between good and evil.”  

— Cynthia Conn

B O O K  O N E  —  T H E  K E Y
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Timothy Weatherall’s, “� e Incarnations of Joe - � e Key”, 
has it all... from childlike innocence to adulterated morals, his 
book will leave readers of all ages craving more... a gripping tale 
that intensely challenges spiritual beliefs and keeps the reader 
wavering on a precipice between good and evil. Can’t wait to see 
what Timothy Weatherall has in store for us next!

—Cynthia Conn.

Death has come to the woods 
surrounding an isolated northern 
mining town. It is the night of 
Christmas 1960, and what Joe 
Magister is about to encounter 
on the road will leave him forever 
changed and bring him face to face 
with his true heritage. What he will 
come to learn is that no truth is as 
simple as what is taught in church. 
Angels and demons; Heaven and 
Hell; good versus evil—none of it 
is as it seems. And when a marriage 
of old souls is put asunder there are 
consequences that must be paid.

THE
INCARNATIONS

OF JOE

T I M O T H Y  W E A T H E R A L L2663047814609
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Six years after the end of the Great War, schoolmaster Rhissan Griffith 
believes himself just another young man struggling to find success at a 
private school in rural England. An idle wish for a little magic in the midst 
of his frustrating, unfulfilling life catapults Rhiss into a situation that 
winds up being far more than he ever imagined possible... or desirable.

After school one dismal and rainy afternoon, an extraordinary door to 
perilous adventure unexpectedly opens in his life. It promises to thrust 
Rhiss into unimaginable realms of wonder and terror, encounters with 
beings fantastical and mythological, and answers to questions regarding 
a past — and a future — he has never before even contemplated. Leaving 
his old life behind, Rhiss accepts the challenge and walks unsuspectingly 
into a desperate and deadly conflict that shakes his faith and everything 
he ever knew or believed about himself. But how could an ordinary man 
help to shape the course of a world locked in battle against an ancient evil?

Gryphon’s Heir

The Annals of Arrinor • Book One

D.R. Ranshaw

www.drranshaw.com

Fiction, Fantasy 
360 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 39.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5763-0 

paperback • 27.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5764-7

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5765-4

D.R. Ranshaw has loved reading and writing since childhood, when the 
printed word’s ability to unlock both historical and fabulous worlds 
became an immediate, lifelong passion. Introduced to fantasy and science 
fiction at a young age, he began voraciously reading both genres, and it 
was not long before he was also writing them.

A public school teacher who has enjoyed a long and fulfilling career 
— unlike the protagonist of Gryphon’s Heir — D.R. Ranshaw has spent 
more than three decades in the classroom, transmitting his deep love of 
literature and writing to his students.

Gryphon’s Heir has its origins in the real-life frustrations all teachers 
occasionally experience. After one particularly aggravating day, the image 
of a strange doorway from his classroom into a faraway land lodged in 
the author’s imagination and refused to leave. The only recourse was 
exploring where that door led to and what would happen to anyone 
daring to cross its threshold. The resulting story rapidly gained depth 
and complexity and developed a life of its own.

The Annals Of Arrinor
BOOK I

D.R. RANSHAW

GRYPHON'S 
HEIR
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“Very impressive. 

The writing is clear 
and smart, and the 
remarkable level of 
detail makes the world 
seem rich and real. 
Incredibly thoughtful 
and well-executed.”

Adrian Markle

Six years a� er the end of the Great War, 
schoolmaster Rhissan Gri�  th believes 
himself just another young man struggling 
to � nd success at a private school in rural 
England. An idle wish for a little magic in 
the midst of his frustrating, unful� lling life 
catapults Rhiss into a situation that winds 
up being far more than he ever imagined 
possible... or desirable.

A� er school one dismal and rainy 
a� ernoon, an extraordinary door to perilous 
adventure unexpectedly opens in his life. It 
promises to thrust Rhiss into unimaginable 
realms of wonder and terror, encounters 
with beings fantastical and mythological, 
and answers to questions regarding a past 
— and a future — he has never before 
even contemplated. Leaving his old life 
behind, Rhiss accepts the challenge and 
walks unsuspectingly into a desperate and 
deadly con� ict that shakes his faith and 
everything he ever knew or believed about 
himself. But how could an ordinary man 
help to shape the course of a world locked 
in battle against an ancient evil?

III
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House of Brian

Barry Tyrrell

Fiction,  
Action & Adventure 

240 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 32.99 USD 
978-1-4602-1172-4

paperback • 18.99 USD 
978-1-4602-1173-1

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-1174-8

This is a modern day story about an old man and a boy; 
their lives forever integrated by an accident and an evil 
doctor’s insatiable drive to unravel the mysteries of the 
human mind. The ensuing operation pushes the medical 
boundaries beyond moral and ethical limits. The end 
result is a situation in which a relatively mature individual 
is forced to cope as a young teenager in an inescapable, 
dysfunctional family environment.

Deep family emotions, grounded in despair and denial, 
are uprooted and gradually exposed in unexpectedly 
hilarious twists and turns. A temporary, unsettled peace 
culminates in another disaster.

Played out in two very different countries (Canada and 
South Africa) difficult cultural and racial issues of past 
generations are laid bare. Two young South African 
doctors aid the teenager while protecting a fragile new 
South Africa from civil war in the post Apartheid era.

Supported too by his rejuvenated family, the youngster’s 
startling wisdom and keen sense of humor serve to 
strengthen the relationships between the characters as 
the forces of good and evil wrestle for control of the 
ultimate prize - immortality

Theo Dirks was born in a Mennonite village in the Ukraine. 
During the Second World War, he and his family were 
exiled to Siberia, but through disastrous circumstances, 
managed to escape and come back home. When the 
Germans arrived, Theo was drafted, first as a translator 
and then into the SS. In the meantime, his family was 
evacuated by the German Army, ending up in Poland, 
then East Germany. Theo found them there after 
being released from a prisoner of war camp. Fleeing 
persecution, they ended up in a Mennonite refugee camp 
and, finally, in Canada. Theo’s spotty education was a 
handicap he managed to overcome and enter medical 
school. His life was full of amazing events that led to a 
remarkable outcome.

Escape to Paradise

Edgar Pankratz

Fiction, Historical 
368 pages • b/w 

5 x 8 in

hardcover • 32.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6571-0

paperback • 19.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6572-7

ebook • 5.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6573-4

E S C A P E 
T O  P A R A D I S E

E D G A R

P A N K R A T Z

Theo Dirks was born in a Mennonite village in the Ukraine. 
During the Second World War, he and his family were exiled 

to Siberia, but through disastrous circumstances managed to 
escape and come back home. When the Germans arrived, � eo 
was dra� ed, � rst as a translator and then into the SS. In the 
meantime, his family was evacuated by the German Army, ending 
up in Poland, then East Germany. � eo found them there a� er 
being released from a prisoner of war camp. Fleeing persecution, 
they ended up in a Mennonite refugee camp and � nally in Canada. 
� eo’s spotty education was a handicap he managed to overcome 
and to enter medical school. His life was full of amazing events that 
led to a remarkable outcome.

Edgar Pankratz was born in Katharinenhof, a Mennonite village in the 
eastern Ukraine. A� er World War II, he immigrated to Canada, where 
he worked in a printing plant. He completed his high school education 
and went on to medical school, where he specialised in obstetrics and 
gynecology, later focusing on reconstructive tubal surgery. Ed is now 
retired and lives with Frieda, his wife of 62 years, in Abbotsford, BC.
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House of Brian
This is a modern day story about an old man and a boy; their lives forever integrated 

by an accident and an evil doctor’s insatiable drive to unravel the mysteries of the 
human mind. The ensuing operation pushes the medical boundaries beyond moral and 
ethical limits. The end result is a situation in which a relatively mature individual is 
forced to cope as a young teenager in an inescapable dysfunctional family environment.

Deep family emotions grounded in despair and denial are uprooted and gradually 
exposed in unexpected hilarious twists and turns. A temporary unsettled peace 
culminates in another disaster.

Played out in two very different countries (Canada and South Africa) difficult cultural 
and racial issues of past generations are laid bare. Two young South African doctors 
aid the teenager while protecting a fragile new South Africa from civil war in the post 
‘Apartheid’ era.

Supported too by his rejuvenated family, the youngster’s startling wisdom and keen 
sense of humor serve to strengthen the relationships between the characters as the 
forces of good and evil wrestle for control of the ultimate prize - immortality.

***
Born in Chesterfield, England. Immigrated with my 
family to South Africa and grew up in the sugar – cane 
fields of Zululand, on the wild north coast of the Indian 
Ocean.

Restless, and uncomfortable with the South African 
political system under ‘Apartheid’, I emigrated to 
Canada, and pursued a career in Engineering. My 30 – 
year career improved my imagination; it was no great 
leap from the boardroom to fiction.

In truth, this work started out as an autobiography: my adventures as a youth on the 
Zululand coast, but my imagination got the better of me and it quickly turned to 
fiction. House of Brian
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Thea, a young american woman, has a passion — an innate desire to 
serve as a missionary in West Africa. Her longing takes her to Burkina 
Faso, West Africa, where her Christian mission of establishing a church 
can become a reality. But her experiences start to mold her, to shape 
her into something she doesn’t recognize. Thea’s profound involvement 
in the everyday lives of the villagers gains trust from the people, and 
the reality of human suffering makes Thea doubt her Christian roots and 
deep faith in God. In the village of Kongoussi, Thea also meets a Muslim 
physician, and she falls in love. Together, they strive to fulfill the desires of 
the villagers, but the tribes’ needs are great, and further weigh on Thea. 
This touching love story around the enlightening of human need and pain 
brings Thea to a life-altering decision. Will she keep her faith alive or will 
these realizations pull her away from her Christian faith forever?

Of Unseen Things Above

Myrna Brown

Fiction, Romance 
176 pages • b/w 
5.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 27.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6820-9

paperback • 15.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6821-6

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6822-3

Myrna Brown was born and raised in the small town of Cathlamet, 
Washington. She too, like her main character Thea, had a desire for 
missions. Myrna, her husband and first child lived in West Africa from 
1967-1974. Their second child was born in Ghana. Upon her return, she 
received her Bachelor of Arts and her Bachelor of Nursing Science 
degrees. A third daughter was born in Oregon in 1976. She retired as 
a hospice nurse. Since 1989, she has had a strong commitment to the 
American Association of University Women, an organization that has led 
the way, empowering women since 1881. She serves on the board for the 
Virginia Gildersleeve International Fund (www.vgif.org) which provides 
grants globally to fund locally generated projects that advance the rights 
of women and girls. Myrna currently lives in Wilmington, North Carolina 
with her second husband. She and her husband sponsor a project in Mali, 
called Medicine for Mali.

“A beautifully written novel that sets the mood and seduces the reader in the very first  sentence. It is as much 

a coming of age story as it is a love story. Ultimately, It becomes a statement of love for those human beings 

whose suffering she learns to ease and her recognition that much of what is important in life is not invisible but 

real and tangible.” — Robert Raleigh

2682167814609
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THEA, A YOUNG AMERICAN WOMAN, HAS A PASSION —
an innate desire to serve as a missionary in West Africa. Her longing takes her to Burkina 

Faso, West Africa, where her Christian mission of establishing a church can become a 

reality. But her experiences start to mold her, to shape her into something she doesn’t 

recognize. Thea’s profound involvement in the every-day lives of the villagers gains trust 

from the people, and the reality of human su� ering makes Thea doubt her Christian roots 

and deep faith in God. In the village of Kongoussi, Thea also meets a Muslim physician, 

and she falls in love. Together, they strive to ful� ll the desires of the villagers, but the 

tribes’ needs are great, and it further weighs on Thea. This touching love story around the 

enlightening of human need and pain brings Thea to a life-altering decision. Will she keep 

her faith alive or will these realizations pull her away from her Christian faith forever?

MYRNA BROWN was born and raised in the small town of 
Cathlamet, Washington. She too, like her main character Thea, 
had a desire for missions. Myrna, her husband and � rst child 
lived in West Africa from 1967-1974. Their second child was 
born in Ghana. Upon her return, she received her Bachelor 
of Arts and her Bachelor of Nursing Science degrees. A third 
daughter was born in Oregon in 1976.   She retired as a hospice 
nurse.  Since 1989, she has had a strong commitment to the 
American Association of University Women, an organization 

that has led the way, empowering women since 1881. She serves on the board for the 
Virginia Gildersleeve International  Fund (www.vgif.org) which provides grants globally 
to fund locally generated projects that advance the rights of women and girls. Myrna 
currently lives in Wilmington, North Carolina with her second husband. She and her 
husband sponsor a project in Mali, called Medicine for Mali.
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L E I G H  A N N  E D WA R D S

The Irish Witch Series
[ BOOK TWO]

thewitch’s 
daughter�ook Two of the Irish Witch Series continues the quest to 

end the curse of the Glade Witch. Forced to contend with the 
possibility of an arranged marriage, Alainn (pronounced aw-

linn) McCreary, healer, witch, and commoner, struggles alone 
to control her ever-growing magical powers and the yearning 
she feels for a man beyond her station. Killian O’Brien, virile, 
noble, betrothed to a dark-eyed Scottish beauty, challenges the 
social fabric of 16th century Ireland and anyone who would dare 
dishonor the woman who has captured his heart. Can Alainn 
lift the curse that dooms any future happiness before time runs 
out? Will Chieftain O’Brien keep their secret from Killian or 
use it to control her? The Witch’s Daughter weaves romance, 
adventure, and the supernatural into a tale of lust and longing 
that whispers darkly, “What wouldn’t you do for love?”

Since she was a child, Leigh Ann Edwards has always had a vivid 
imagination and lots of stories to tell. An enthusiastic traveler and 
author for over twenty years, her adventures in Massachusetts, 
Ireland, and the UK inspired The Farrier’s Daughter and its sequel 
novels in the Irish Witch series. Edwards adores animals, history, 
genealogy, and magical places—and Ireland is � lled with many magical 
places. She lives with her husband and three cats in the lovely city of 
Edmonton, Alberta. Visit her at www.leighannedwards.com.

...an action-packed page-turner..."
— Kirkus Reviews

There’s not a dull moment 
for this fantasy’s protagonist..."

— Kirkus Reviews

TheWitchesDaughter_SC_15-05-06.indd   1 2015-07-03   3:58 PM

Book Two of the Irish Witch Series continues the quest to end the curse 
of the Glade Witch. Forced to contend with the possibility of an arranged 
marriage, Alainn (pronounced awlinn) McCreary, healer, witch, and 
commoner, struggles alone to control her ever-growing magical powers 
and the yearning she feels for a man beyond her station. Killian O’Brien, 
virile, noble, and betrothed to a dark-eyed Scottish beauty, challenges the 
social fabric of 16th century Ireland and anyone who would dare dishonor 
the woman who has captured his heart. Can Alainn lift the curse that 
dooms any future happiness before time runs out? Will Chieftain O’Brien 
keep their secret from Killian or use it to control her? The Witch’s Daughter 
weaves romance, adventure, and the supernatural into a tale of lust and 
longing that whispers darkly, “What wouldn’t you do for love?”

The Witch’s Daughter

Book Two

Leigh Ann Edwards

www.leighannedwards.com

Fiction, Romance, Paranormal 
272 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 35.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6460-7

paperback • 21.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6461-4

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6462-1

Since she was a child, Leigh Ann Edwards has always had a vivid imagination 
and lots of stories to tell. An enthusiastic traveler and author for over twenty 
years, her adventures in Massachusetts, Ireland, and the UK inspired The 
Farrier’s Daughter and its sequel novels in the Irish Witch series. Edwards 
adores animals, history, genealogy, and magical places—and Ireland is filled 
with many magical places. She lives with her husband and three cats in the 
lovely city of Edmonton, Alberta. Visit her at www.leighannedwards.com.

Also by Leigh Ann Edwards,  
The Farrier’s Daughter - Book 1 in The Irish Witch Series.

hardcover • 31.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0873-1

paperback • 17.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0871-7

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0872-4 
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� n sixteenth century Ireland, Alainn McCreary
is healer to Chieftain O'Brien, his clan and his kin. Few realize she is 
also capable of many unusual supernatural abilities. Morag, the old healer, 
warns her against the use of her magic. But without it, how will she learn 
the secret surrounding the Glade Witch, or end the malevolent curse on 
the O'Brien line? Even her powers of perception will not allow her to see 
how deeply she is connected to both.
 
She faces danger and uncertainty as she catches the chieftain's eye, his 
priest's suspicion, and his nephew's heart.

Leigh Ann Edwards has been writing novels for nearly twenty years. Her travels to 
the UK, Ireland and Massachusetts inspired � e Farrier's Daughter and its sequel 
novels. She lives in Edmonton,  Alberta with her husband.

L E I G H  A N N  E D WA R D S
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ISBN 9781460208717
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"...an exciting, well-researched � rst series installment...
Alainn provides a beautiful example of a strong, self-
determined female character, as she struggles in a patriarchal 
society that uses overt sexual violence to keep power."

                   — Kirkus Reviews

The Irish Witch Series
[ BOOK ONE]

A powerful, surprising fantasy that 
will leave readers excited for the next 
book in the series."

— Kirkus Reviews
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Risel Buhler

Book 3 of the
Mountains and Valleys of Life Series

FURY
Blaze of  

2690397814609
 

ISBN 9781460269039
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Risel grew up on a farm in central Alberta. 
Farming and then trucking was a big part of 
Risel and her husband’s life.

They moved with their children to Peace River, 
in Northern Alberta, where one way or another, 
trucking was still part of their life. Later Risel 
and her husband moved to Southern Alberta, and 
that was when Risel’s husband encouraged her to 
explore her passion to write a book.

Then in a twist of events, they ended up moving into the same area that 
Risel had grown up in. Shortly after, her husband passed away. Through 
troubles and trials Risel’s faith in God carried her through.

Austin and Jan, would never have believed that their paths 
would cross again, let alone the hope of rekindling their love 
for each other, and even the possibility of a future together. 

Only their past now disrupted their future, when Austin’s 
parents told him the secret that Jan had tried to tell him. Af-
ter Austin’s friend Ted, got the true story from Jan, he set 
Austin straight on that rumour, but the damage was already 
done. While Austin stressed over his and Jan’s breakup and 
the possibility of losing his ranch, a man from their past, de-
cided he could now claim Jan as his wife. It was Ted not Aus-
tin, that went to rescue Jan from her suitor. 

Later when a real catastrophe struck, could it be the death of 
Austin or Jan or possibly both of them?
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Austin and Jan, would never have believed that their paths would cross 
again, let alone hope of rekindling their love for each other, and even the 
possibility of a future together.

Only their past now disrupted their future, when Austin’s parents told 
him the secret that Jan had tried to tell him. After Austin’s friend Ted, 
got the true story from Jan, he set Austin straight on that rumour, but 
the damage was already done. While Austin stressed over his and Jan’s 
breakup and the possibility of losing his ranch, a man from their past 
decided he could now claim Jan as his wife. It was Ted not Austin, that 
went to rescue Jan from her suitor.

Later when a real catastrophe struck, could it be the death of Austin or 
Jan or possibly both of them?

Blaze of Fury

Mountains and Valleys of Life

Risel Buhler

Fiction, Christian, Romance 
304 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 36.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6902-2

paperback • 23.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6903-9

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6904-6

Risel grew up on a farm in central Alberta. Farming and then trucking was 
a big part of Risel and her husband’s life.

They moved with their children to Peace River, in Northern Alberta, where 
one way or another, trucking was still part of their life. Later Risel and her 
husband moved to Southern Alberta, and that was when Risel’s husband 
encouraged her to explore her passion to write a book.

Then in a twist of events, they ended up moving into the same area that 
Risel had grown up in. Shortly after, her husband passed away. Through 
troubles and trials Risel’s faith in God carried her through.

“It’s apparent that Risel Buhler put a tremendous amount of effort, dedication, and heart into her writing.” 

— Smitha Srinivasa, editor

RI S E L BU H L E R

THAN NEVER
Be� er Now

Book 2 of the
Mountains and Valleys of Life Series

Risel was born and raised in rural central, Alberta. Farming, then 
Trucking was a big part of  Risel and her husband’s life. They moved 
with their children to the Peace Country, in Northern Alberta. Where 
in one way or another, trucking was still apart of  their life. Later 
Risel and her husband moved to Southern Alberta, where encouraged 
by her husband, she explored her passion to write a book. Then in a 
twist of  events they ended up moving into the same area that Risel 
grew up in. Shortly after her husband passed away. Through troubles 
and trials Risel’s faith in God carried her through.

Just as Bill and Dawn were enjoying their life and were 

free to do as they liked, things changed in a blink of  

an eye. Dawn was so devastated that she briefly lost 

her sense of  direction. This incident caused problems 

between her and her good friend Marie, Dawn felt the 

best thing to do was for her and her young son to pack 

up and move to her cottage on the West coast. This led 

to a new relationship but was it something else beside 

love that drew her to him? When the past again raised 

it’s ugly head Dawn was frustrated and angry. Could 

anything from the past be good? Was it possible for her 

to truly love someone again?

2424077814609
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RI S E L BU H L E R

Book 1 of the
Mountains and Valleys of Life Series

CONQUER ALL?CONQUER ALL?
Will Love 

2423777814609
 

ISBN 9781460242377
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Risel was born and raised in rural central Alberta. Farming, then Truck-
ing was a big part of  Risel and her husbands life. 

They moved with their children to the Peace Country in Northern Alberta, 
where one way or another, trucking was still part of  their life. Later Risel 
and her husband moved to Southern Alberta and this is when Risel’s hus-
band encouraged her to explore her passion for writing a book. 

Then in a twist of  events they ended up moving into the same area that 
Risel had grown up in. Shortly after, her husband passed away. Through 
troubles and trials Risel’s faith in God carried her through.

When Dawn regained consciousness she had no recollection 
of  who she was or that she had a husband and children. It 
was a difficult adjustment for both of  them. Her husband Bill 
had purchased property in the country and it did not take 
long before their past intermingled with their present lives.

 Just as life seemed to be returning to normal, tragedy and 
trouble interwove it’s way through their family again. This 
time, not only putting a strain on their relationship but 
affecting their friends also. Will love conquer all?
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Also by Risel Buhler, Better Now Than Never 
and Will Love Conquer All?

hardcover • 37.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4239-1

paperback • 25.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4240-7

ebook • 3.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4241-4

hardcover • 37.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4236-0

paperback • 25.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4237-7

ebook • 3.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4238-4
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Friends William, Robert, and Annie are on the cusp of adulthood 
while the world is on the brink of war. It is a Canadian summer 
in 1939 and Robert and Annie’s love has blossomed, even as 
the inevitability of the boys joining up means separation and 
the fi rst of many losses. Fearing he might not return, Robert 
makes William promise to take care of Annie. Every arena of 
their lives is infi ltrated by the war, from the home front to the 
underground of queer London to the bloody battlefi elds of Italy. 
Even in the aftermath, in the shadow of The Dreamland, these 
friends fi ght their own inner battles: to have faith in their right 
to love and be loved, to honour their promises and ultimately 
fi nd their way “home.”

“Laurel Deedrick-Mayne recreates, with astonishing depth and nuance, a 

part of our war history that hasn’t been written about nearly enough. For 

that alone, this book is a must-read: and yet there is so much more, too, 

to enthral us in A Wake For The Dreamland. Here is a novel which takes us 

from the big-sky beauty of Alberta to the shimmering hills of Italy, from the 

energetic buzz of young Edmonton to the swinging step of wartime London 

to the dark heart of war itself. And it takes, us, as well, deep into a shattered 

mind, into broken hearts, into the shame and rapture of lust — and the joy 

of love. Accomplishing all this in one novel is an extraordinary feat; this is 

an extraordinary book. By turns hilarious, harrowing, and heartbreaking, it 

will dig deep into your heart and never let you go.”

Melanie Little, author of 

The Apprentice’s Masterpiece and Confi dence

2585387814609
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L A U R E L 
D E E D R I C K
- M A Y N E

A Wake For TheDreamland
L A U R E L  D E E D R I C K - M A Y N E

Cover Photo by Nico Humby
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Friends William, Robert, and Annie are on the cusp of adulthood while 
the world is on the brink of war. It is a Canadian summer in 1939 and 
Robert and Annie’s love has blossomed, even as the inevitability of the 
boys joining up means separation and the first of many losses. Fearing 
he might not return, Robert makes William promise to take care of Annie. 
Every arena of their lives is infiltrated by the war, from the home front, 
to the underground of queer London, to the bloody battlefields of Italy. 
Even in the aftermath, in the shadow of The Dreamland, these friends 
fight their own inner battles: to have faith in their right to love and be 
loved, to honour their promises, and ultimately find their way “home.”

“Laurel Deedrick-Mayne recreates, with astonishing depth 

and nuance, a part of our war history that hasn’t been written 

about nearly enough. For that alone, this book is a must-read: 

and yet there is so much more, too, to enthral us in A Wake for 

the Dreamland. Here is a novel which takes us from the big-

sky beauty of Alberta to the shimmering hills of Italy, from the 

energetic buzz of young Edmonton to the swinging step of 

wartime London to the dark heart of war itself. And it takes, us, 

as well, deep into a shattered mind, into broken hearts, into the 

shame and rapture of lust — and the joy of love. Accomplishing all 

this in one novel is an extraordinary feat; this is an extraordinary 

book. By turns hilarious, harrowing, and heartbreaking, it will 

dig deep into your heart and never let you go.”

Melanie Little, author of

The Apprentice’s Masterpiece and Confidence

A Wake For The Dreamland

Laurel Deedrick-Mayne 

www.awakeforthedreamland.com

Fiction, Romance, Historical, 20th Century 
384 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 41.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5852-1

paperback • 29.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5853-8

ebook • 3.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5854-5

Laurel Deedrick-Mayne was born and raised in Lacombe, Alberta but has 
spent her adult life as a city dweller and now makes Edmonton her home. 
Once an arts administrator (dance publicist, concert promoter and ad 
copywriter), Laurel has served on multiple arts boards and began novel 
writing in 2005. This book is a tribute to the generation who took the 
time to hang on to family letters, clippings, stories, and poetry — all those 
treasures that inspired this story. A Wake For The Dreamland is Laurel’s 
first novel.
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E m b E r s 
i n  t h E  A s h E s

(Of History and Indifference)

...You can see the stars
B O O K  T W O

by

Robert A. Bonner

I N  1 9 9 3  A N  H I S T O R I A N  W R O T E :

“... The lynching was especially atrocious: Two 
young black men were seized, dragged into the 
woods, and there chained to trees and tortured to 
death with blowtorches while a howling crowd of 
whites cursed and taunted them. Photographs were 
made of the dead bodies....” (K.S. Davis)

This historical novel – ground-breaking in its 
emotional and graphic intensity – portrays 
the impact of that atrocity (1937) on two 
empathetic boys who didn’t taunt, but secretly 
snapped pictures of the living, screaming 
victims (ironically, one given FDR’s surname) – 
and desperately tried to stop it! Two against 500 
(some came by school bus). After failing, they 
fled in despair – but with their Brownie Eagle 
Eye. Now on a compelling mission – because 
they’d been ‘Ou t t h e r e .’

Shattered, then galvanized, by the failures and 
heart-breaks of Book I, ‘Einstein’ Brian and 
‘Maestro’ Marcus become avenging angels in 
Book II, sworn to strike ‘Preacher-Creature 
Cecil’ and his ‘henchmen from hell’ with the 
swords of retribution, self-defense, and ‘un-
Southern’ justice. Kids no more, they begin to 
act like God: ‘Somebody has to...!’

With images of brutality preserved in camera, 
conscience, and nightmares, they write to 
Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt, and accept 
their invitation to dinner at the White House. 
Re-committed to the most profound ‘what-if’ 
of the Twentieth Century, the boys mutually 
pledge themselves to a daunting ‘rendezvous 
with destiny.’ And a Time Capsule ticket to 5,000 
years into the future from Albert Einstein.... 2558657814609
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Embers in the Ashes  
(Of History and Indifference)

...You can see the stars • Book Two

Robert A. Bonner

www.embersintheashes.com

Fiction, Historical 
520 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 47.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5585-8

paperback • 37.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5586-5

ebook • 5.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5587-2

In 1993 an historian wrote:

“... The lynching was especially atrocious: Two young black men were 
seized, dragged into the woods, and there chained to trees and tortured 
to death with blowtorches while a howling crowd of whites cursed and 
taunted them. Photographs were made of the dead bodies....” (K.S. Davis)

Embers in the Ashes (Book 1 and 2) – ground-breaking in its emotional 
and graphic intensity – portrays the impact of that atrocity (1937) on 
two empathetic boys who didn’t taunt, but secretly snapped pictures of 
the living, screaming victims (ironically, one given FDR’s surname) – and 
desperately tried to stop it! It was 2 against 500 (some came by school 
bus). After failing, they fled in despair – but with their Brownie Eagle Eye. 
Now on a compelling mission – because they’d been ‘Out There.’

Shattered, then galvanized, by the failures and heart-breaks of Book I, 
‘Einstein’ Brian and ‘Maestro’ Marcus become avenging angels in Book 
II, sworn to strike ‘Preacher-Creature Cecil’ and his ‘henchmen from hell’ 
with the swords of retribution, self-defense, and ‘un-Southern’ justice. 
Kids no more, they begin to act like God; ‘Somebody has to...!’

With images of brutality preserved in camera, conscience, and nightmares, 
they write to Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt, and accept their invitation 
to dinner at the White House. Re-committed to the most profound ‘what-
if’ of the Twentieth Century, the boys mutually pledge themselves to a 
daunting ‘rendezvous with destiny.’ And a Time Capsule ticket to 5,000 
years into the future from Albert Einstein....

Robert Bonner: a life-long Keystoner and has previously taught 
government, English, history, mock trial, and journalism! for 35 years in 
Pennsylvania. Baccalaureate in history and English, Masters in Political 
Science, and several years (when almost 50) toward JD in law. In WHO’s 
WHO of American Teachers. Bonner drove truck cross-country for three 
summers in the Sixties where he saw segregated realities in the South 
first-hand. Church pianist and organist off and on for much of life.

Embers in the Ashes is his first work of historical fiction. Motivated 
(initially) by the failure to identify by name victims Robert “Bootjack” 
McDaniel(s) and Roosevelt Townes in the historical writings (often 
footnotes) that referred to their horrific fates.

hardcover • 50.49 USD 

978-1-4602-5453-0

paperback • 40.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5454-7

ebook • 5.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5455-4

E m b e r s 
i n  t h e  A s h e s
(Of History and Indifference)

When it is dark enough...*
B O O K  O N E

by

Robert A. Bonner

I N  1 9 9 3  A N  H I S T O R I A N  W R O T E :

“... The lynching was especially atrocious: Two young 
black men were seized, dragged into the woods, and 
there chained to trees and tortured to death with 
blowtorches while a howling crowd of whites cursed 
and taunted them. Photographs were made of the dead 
bodies....” (K.S. Davis)

This historical novel – ground-breaking in its 
emotional and graphic intensity – portrays the 
impact of that atrocity (1937) on two empathetic 
boys who didn’t taunt, but secretly snapped pictures 
of the living, screaming victims (ironically, one with 
FDR’s surname) – and desperately tried to stop it! 
Two against 500 (some came by school bus). Failing, 
they fled in despair and determination – with their 
Brownie Eagle Eye, embarking on a compelling 
mission! They had no choice – they’d been  
‘O u t  t h E r E .’ 

Enraged, then galvanized, by the failures and heart-
breaks of Book I, ‘Einstein’ Brian and ‘Maestro’ 
Marcus become avenging angels, sworn to strike 
‘Preacher-Creature Cecil’ and his ‘henchmen from 
hell’ with the swords of retribution, self-defense, 
and ‘un-Confederate’ justice. Kids no more, they 
begin to act like God because ‘Somebody has to...!’ 

With images of brutality sealed in camera, 
conscience, and nightmares, they write to Eleanor 
and FDR, and accept her invitation to dinner at 
the White House. Irrevocably sworn to the most 
profound ‘what-if’ of the Twentieth Century, the 
boys pledge themselves to a daunting ‘rendezvous 
with destiny’ – theirs and humanity’s. And a Time 
Capsule ticket to 6939 (CE) and beyond from 
Albert Einstein....

2545477814609
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Also by Robert A. Bonner,  
Embers in the Ashes - Book 1  
When it is dark enough...
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APRIL 1903: Two young people meet in the coal 

mining town of Frank. Burt Delaney and Laura 

Freeman meet days before the terrifying night when 

ninety million tons of rock descend on the town. 

Growing personal commitment, past bitterness and 

personal heroism combine in a � ght for survival.

After service in the Canadian Army, Terry 
Cassidy taught high school in Northern On-
tario for thirty years before retiring to British 
Columbia, and later Calgary, Alberta. Walking 
Mountain is his second novel to be published, 
after Fortune's Fool.

TERRY CASS IDY

WALKING 
MOUNTAIN a novel

2706917814609
 

ISBN 9781460270691
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April 1903: Two young people meet in the coal mining town of Frank. 
Burt Delaney and Laura Freeman meet days before the terrifying night 
when ninety million tons of rock descend on the town. Growing personal 
commitment, past bitterness and personal heroism combine in a fight for 
survival.

“A sensitive coming-of-age story set in the Crowsnest Pass of Alberta in 1903.” — Judy Shreve

Walking Mountain

Terry Cassidy

Fiction, Historical 
104 pages • b/w 
5.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 27.99 USD 
978-1-4602-7068-4

paperback • 11.99 USD 
978-1-4602-7069-1

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-7070-7

After service in the Canadian Army, Terry Cassidy taught high school 
in Northern Ontario for thirty years before retiring to British Columbia, 
and later Calgary, Alberta. Walking Mountain is his second novel to be 
published, after Fortune’s Fool.

Also by Terry Cassidy, 
Fortune’s Fool.

hardcover • 33.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6088-3

paperback • 19.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6089-0 

ebook • 3.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6090-6

FORTUNE’S  
FOOL

Terry Cassidy

FO
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L
Terry Cassidy

May, 1993: Karen Everett walks into Wally Demchuk’s 
sound editing shop, and his life changes abruptly. 
Entwined with their romance is Karen’s determination 
to gain compensation for the pain of a loveless 
marriage, and Wally’s decision to prove his love with 
help in a criminal conspiracy. However, complications 
soon elevate the caper into a dangerous game involving 
murder, double-cross and a desperate struggle to keep 
love alive in a growing atmosphere of distrust.

After a stint in the Canadian 
Army, Terry Cassidy taught 
secondary school in Ontario for 
thirty years before retiring and 
moving West. He now lives in 
Calgary, Alberta, and writes 
as a hobby. This is his first 
published novel, though he has 
a few waiting in the wings.

2608907814609
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Ghost of the Mist

Ronald Robert Gobeil

www.rongobeil.com

Fiction,  
Action & Adventure 
272 pages • b/w 
5.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 34.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5931-3

paperback • 21.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5932-0

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5933-7

GHOST OF
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The protest ship, Ibannia, is sunk 
and Matt Chambers is drawn in

A tense stando�  between environmentalists and massive 

Japanese factory trawlers, o�  the Oregon coast, sparks a chain of 

events, which will send ripples of consequence across the Paci� c.

Matt Chambers’ company, Space Security Watchers, becomes 

involved when his daughter and the family of his friend, Hank 

Ashcroft, disappear. With vast resources, determination and 

grit, Matt and Hank, immerse themselves in the hunt for their 

loved ones and some hands-on justice.

Ronald Gobeil always wanted to write a novel: 

Upon retirement, he made his goal a reality. 

Inspired by individuals who recognize the need 

for change in our society and make an e� ort to � x 

it, he wrote his � rst novel Ghost of A Chance. His 

second book Ghost in � e Mist is a sequel. Ron 

lives in British Columbia, Canada.

Don’t miss the � rst Matt 
Chambers thriller.

GhostOfTheMist_SC_14-12-07.indd   1 2014-12-31   8:14 AM

Ronald Gobeil always wanted to write a novel: Upon retirement, he made 
his goal a reality. Inspired by individuals who recognize the need for 
change in our society and make an effort to fix it, he wrote his first novel 
Ghost of A Chance. His second book Ghost in The Mist is a sequel. Ron 
lives in British Columbia, Canada.

The sequel to Ghost of a Chance...

The protest ship, Ibannia, is sunk and Matt Chambers is drawn into a 
tense standoff between environmentalists and massive Japanese factory 
trawlers off the Oregon coast, sparks a chain of events which will send 
ripples of consequence across the Pacific.

Matt Chambers’ company, Space Security Watchers, becomes involved 
when his daughter and the family of his friend, Hank Ashcroft, disappear. 
With vast resources, determination and grit, Matt and Hank, immerse 
themselves in the hunt for their loved ones and some hands-on justice.

Morals are decaying. The criminals to 

blame get away with murder. Society 

is gripped by fear and frustration. 

One man decides to remove some of 

the scum that has risen to the top: 

Matt Chambers. 

Also by Ronald Robert Gobeil,  
Ghost of a Chance 
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The Justice System is ensnared 
by bribery and corruption.

Morals are decaying. � e criminals to blame get away 

with murder. Society is gripped by fear and frustration. 

One man decides to remove some of the scum that has 

risen to the top: Matt Chambers. With elite army training, 

knife-sharp business acumen and sheer determination, 

Chambers hits the streets with a vengeance to change things 

for good. His plan: banish the country’s six most despicable 

criminals to a desolate island in the middle of a vast river. 

But he � nds out there is great power in numbers and Matt 

not only � nds himself as one man against many, but also 

pushed to the limits of his own moral code. Can he really 

control these men? And if he can, can he control himself?

Ronald Gobeil always wanted to write a novel; 

upon retirement, he made his goal a reality. 

Inspired by individuals who recognize the need 

for change in our society and make an e� ort to 

� x it, he wrote his � rst novel, Ghost of a Chance. 

Gobeil resides in British Columbia, Canada.

GhostOfAChance_SC-13-12-02.indd   1 2014-05-08   11:23 AM
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Book Two of the Promised Land story, Home and Family, follows 

the Buechlers as their homesteaded land, “bellies out with 

life.” � ere is now law and order, co-operation, community, 

and caring, all of which seems to have appeared with the 

Buechlers. � e family grows and prospers as the land gives 

them all that they’ve ever wanted and needed; prosperous 

farms and businesses, happy homes, intelligent, hard-working 

children, and herds of healthy livestock. Yet natural disasters, 

human greed, hate, and power politics continually threaten to 

destroy all that they’ve worked so hard to achieve. Is this truly 

a Promised Land and will it be better for their children? 

In vivid, evocative prose supported by painstaking 

research, Promised Land – Home and Family brings history 

to vibrant, heart-pounding life. It will immerse readers in the 

courage and ingenuity of the turn-of-the-century pioneers 

who took on the challenge to carve out hearth and home from 

the forbidding landscapes of the western Canadian prairies.

2660217814609
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Promised Land

Home and Family • Book Two

G. D. Benneke

www.geraldbenneke.com

Fiction, Historical 
368 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 39.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6601-4

paperback • 27.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6602-1

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6603-8

Book Two of the Promised Land story, Home and Family, follows the 
Buechlers as their homesteaded land “bellies out with life.” There is now 
law and order, co-operation, community, and caring, all of which seems 
to have appeared with the Buechlers. The family grows and prospers as 
the land gives them all that they’ve ever wanted and needed; prosperous 
farms and businesses, happy homes, intelligent, hard-working children, 
and herds of healthy livestock. Yet natural disasters, human greed, hate, 
and power politics continually threaten to destroy all that they’ve worked 
so hard to achieve. Is this truly a Promised Land and will it be better for 
their children?

In vivid, evocative prose supported by painstaking research, Promised 
Land – Home and Family brings history to vibrant, heart-pounding life. 
It will immerse readers in the courage and ingenuity of the turn-of-the-
century pioneers who took on the challenge to carve out hearth and 
home from the forbidding landscapes of the western Canadian prairies.

As a child, Gerald Benneke was often cared for by a grandmother who 
had walked out of Siberian exile along with her husband, who later died 
of long-term consequences suffered at the hands of his Russian captors. 
From her and his paternal grandfather, Gerald grew up listening to 
colourful stories of his ancestors, who had homesteaded what was once 
the relatively unpeopled wilderness of the Assiniboia Territory. A graduate 
of the University of Saskatchewan’s College of Education, Gerald taught 
History and English at a number of locations in Saskatchewan before 
returning to the land as the fourth generation operator of the family farm. 
He lives with Margaret, his wife of forty-seven years, on the 110-year-old 
site of his maternal grandfather’s homestead, in the heart of what was 
once the largest Doukhobor settlement in Canada.

PROMISED
LAND

L O V E
—  a n d  —

H A T E

B o o k  O n e

G .  D .  B e n n e k e

Promised Land recounts the fortunes and misfortunes of 

the � ctional Buechler family as they struggle to build a 

life and a home in a new world. � e story follows the 

family and their community through a tumultuous 

adolescence to maturity during the turn-of-the-century 

homestead rush in the western Canadian prairies.

Love and Hate � nds Carl, the eldest, driven by 

necessity into the harsh climate and bitter con� ict of 

the relatively unpeopled wilderness of the Assiniboia 

Territory. Carl � nds love and security, cooperation and 

community amongst the brutalized people already 

there. He labours, struggles and su� ers with them to 

build a home and a life for his desperate family who have 

nothing left but hope. Carl cannot fail; the consequences 

are too horrible to contemplate! He has promised and 

up until now, he has always kept his promises.

2484307814609
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hardcover • 39.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4842-3

paperback • 29.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4843-0

ebook • 4.99 USD 

978-1-4602-4844-7

Also by G.D. Benneke,  
Promised Land - Book One, Love and Hate
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Summer 2012Summer 2012Summer 2012Summer 2012

Learn about the human experience of loss of a loved 
one and coming to terms with the grief. A few years after 

losing his spouse, Bruce Walker spent the summer of 2012 

touring Canada from Nova Scotia right across the country 

up to Dawson City and Whitehorse, Yukon. From there 
he traversed British Columbia, including his birthplace on 

Vancouver Island. With only his trusty Rav4, a foam mattress, 

his rooftop carrier and many memories, Bruce reconnected 

with places and people and even family he hadn’t seen in 

decades. Along the way he reconnected with himself and 

came to a life-altering realization: he was learning to live 

with the past rather than living in the past.Come along as Bruce explores Canada, revels in its beauty 

and � nds his place in it as he enters the third act of his life – 

retirement and travel adventures. Bruce’s bucket list is a long 

one. And he keeps adding to it. But just maybe, you’ll � nd 

some of his destinations landing on your bucket list – like 

To� no, Victoria, Nanaimo, Athabaska, Wawa, Thunder Bay, 

Gaspé, the 1,000 Islands…

2668477814609
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Learn about the human experience of the loss of a loved one and coming 
to terms with the grief. A few years after losing his spouse, Bruce Walker 
spent the summer of 2012 touring Canada from Nova Scotia right across 
the country up to Dawson City and Whitehorse, Yukon. From there he 
traversed British Columbia, including his birthplace on Vancouver Island. 
With only his trusty Rav4, a foam mattress, his rooftop carrier and many 
memories, Bruce reconnected with places and people and even family he 
hadn’t seen in decades. And along the way he reconnected with himself 
and came to a life-altering realization: he was learning to live with the 
past rather than living in the past.

Come along as Bruce explores Canada, revels in its beauty and finds his 
place in it as he enters the third act of his life – retirement and travel 
adventures. Bruce’s bucket list is a long one. And he keeps adding to 
it. But just maybe, you’ll find some of his destinations landing on your 
bucket list – like Tofino, Victoria, Nanaimo, Athabaska, Wawa, Thunder 
Bay, Gaspé, the 1,000 Islands…

Bruce Walker Travel Adventures

Bruce’s Great Canadian Road Trip 
Summer 2012

Bruce Walker

www.brucewalkertraveladventures.ca

Travel, Canada 
160 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 29.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6683-0

paperback • 14.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6684-7

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6685-4

Bruce Walker is a retired Ontario lawyer and long-time human rights 
activist. For much of his legal career he maintained a storefront legal 
practice in downtown Toronto, Ontario, meeting people from all walks 
of life. Following years of legal writing, he turned his talents to writing 
a memoir of his adventure tour travels. He has driven as far north as 
Whitehorse, Yukon and as far south as Key West, Florida. Touring on the 
road has helped him meet many friendly strangers and observe people, 
wildlife and places in a relaxed and informal way.

“Some travel books are about explorers dogged by disaster; this one is about an explorer of humanity.  

A gentle and quiet real-life adventure.“ — Kirkus Reviews

“[Bruce Walker’s] inward journey toward accepting loss and 

things past is subtle and easily missed if the reader is in a 

hurried mood. Like Walker’s trip across Canada, the text should 

be enjoyed slowly.” — Kirkus Reviews
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Rio de Janeiro’s is a lush, complex history that spans five centuries, and 
Marvelous City is the first full length retelling of that history written in 
English. From the beach life of the Ipanema and Copacabana to the 
struggles of the Rio’s infamous favelas, this is a story of contrast and 
contradiction. We are offered a glimpse into Rio’s high society and rich 
culture and are shown the endemic violence, corruption, and social 
disparity with which it struggles to this day. With its populist politics and 
its unique blend of European, African and Amerindian influences, Rio de 
Janeiro has grown, over the centuries, into a place all its own, one that 
is greater than the sum of its parts, distinctively Brazilian, and whose 
symbol is the Rio Carnaval, the greatest show on earth. The beating 
cultural heart of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro is poised to host the 2016 Olympic 
Games. Author Orde Morton invites you to look beyond the postcard 
perfection of its natural beauty and discover this one-of-a-kind city in all 
its many-sided wonder.

Rio

The Story of the Marvelous City

Orde Morton

www.ordemorton.com

History, Latin America, South America 
408 pages • b/w 
8 x 10 in

hardcover • 42.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5456-1

paperback • 36.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5457-8

ebook • 9.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5458-5

Born in Winnipeg, Canada, Orde Morton was educated at the universities 
of Manitoba and Toronto before attending Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar. In 
1965 he was posted to the Canadian Embassy in Rio. Subsequent to that, 
he earned an Oxford Doctorate for his thesis on Brazilian history at the 
time of Independence. Orde Morton has taught in the Graduate School 
of History at Rio’s Universidade Federal Fluminense in Niteroi. He has 
served as president of the Brazil- Canada Chamber of Commerce and is 
an Honorary Citizen of the State of Rio de Janeiro. Marvelous City is his 
first book.

Rio
The Story of  
the Marvelous City
by Orde Morton

Rio de Janeiro’s is a lush, complex history that spans five centuries, and 

Marvelous City is the first full length retelling of that history written in 

English. From the beach life of the Ipanema and Copacabana to the struggles 

of the Rio’s infamous favelas, this is a story of contrast and contradiction. 

We are offered a glimpse into Rio’s high society and rich culture and are 

shown the endemic violence, corruption, and social disparity with which 

it struggles to this day. With its populist politics and its unique blend of 

European, African and Amerindian influences, Rio de Janeiro has grown, 

over the centuries, into a place all its own, one that is greater than the sum 

of its parts, distinctively Brazilian, and whose symbol is the Rio Carnaval, 

the greatest show on earth. The beating cultural heart of Brazil, Rio de 

Janeiro is poised to host the 2016 Olympic Games. Author Orde Morton 

invites you to look beyond the postcard perfection of its natural beauty and 

discover this one of a kind city in all its many-sided wonder.

About Orde Morton

Born in Winnipeg, Canada, Orde Morton was educated at the universities of Manitoba and 

Toronto before attending Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar. In 1965 he was posted to the Canadian 

Embassy in Rio. Subsequent to that, he earned an Oxford Doctorate for his thesis on Brazilian 

history at the time of Independence. Orde Morton has taught in the Graduate School of History 

at Rio’s Universidade Federal Fluminense in Niteroi. He has served as president of the Brazil-

Canada Chamber of Commerce and is an Honorary Citizen of the State of Rio de Janeiro. 

Marvelous City is his first book.
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“Sweeping history of Rio de Janeiro that captures both its uniqueness and tumult...  

[Rio] is amazing in scope.” — Kirkus Reviews

“With the 2016 Olympics on its way, Rio the book gives Rio the 

city that much more excitement.”

— ForeWord Clarion Reviews
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Y o u  N e v e r  K n o w
W h at  Y o u  D o n ' t  K n o w

The Unwritten Rule of Business from A to Z

Pat r i c i a
P i t s e l ,  P h . D .

“Common sense isn’t automatic
—it has to be learned.”

I t ’ s  a s  E a s y  a s  A – B – C … 
Common sense isn’t automatic—it has to be learned. You Never 
Know What You Don’t Know is a rare primer, designed to provide 
proven techniques that help young professionals discover and 
re� ne the art of getting along with their bosses, co-workers, and 
business colleagues. Each of the 26 chapters corresponds to a 
letter of the alphabet and each imparts time-tested wisdom that 
makes navigating o�  ce politics and skilful handling of work 
relationships accessible to all involved.

Both managers and front-line workers will appreciate the easy-
to-read format. Following narrative examples of problematic 
scenarios To Think About sections provide insight to enlighten 
readers on the core issues inherent in common problem areas. 
Each chapter concludes with a To Do segment that outlines 
appropriate strategies to nip problems in the bud. Rather than 
reading the book sequentially, it’s easy for readers to pick and 
choose topics relevant to them at any given time.

You Never Know What You Don’t Know is sure to smooth operations 
in any o�  ce and improve success at all levels. It’s just common 
sense.
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It’s as Easy as A–B–C… 

Common sense isn’t automatic—it has to be learned. 
You Never Know What You Don’t Know is a rare primer, 
designed to provide proven techniques that help young 
professionals discover and refine the art of getting along 
with their bosses, co-workers, and business colleagues. 
Each of the 26 chapters corresponds to a letter of the 
alphabet and each imparts time-tested wisdom that 
makes navigating office politics and skilful handling of 
work relationships accessible to all involved.

Both managers and front-line workers will appreciate the 
easy-to-read format. Following narrative examples of 
problematic scenarios, To Think About sections provide 
insight to enlighten readers on the core issues inherent 
in common problem areas. Each chapter concludes with 
a To Do segment that outlines appropriate strategies to 
nip problems in the bud. Rather than reading the book 
sequentially, it’s easy for readers to pick and choose 
topics relevant to them at any given time.

You Never Know What You Don’t Know is sure to smooth 
operations in any office and improve success at all levels. 
It’s just common sense.

You Never Know 
What You Don’t 
Know

The Unwritten Rule of 
Business from A to Z

Patricia Pitsel

Business & Economics, 
Careers 
128 pages • b/w 
5.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 25.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5423-3

paperback • 12.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5424-0

ebook • 9.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5425-7

www.pitsel.com

M.GOPINATHAN NAIR, M.Com
AUTHOR OF MENTAL SCIENCE 101

A TRUE STORY OF GREAT INSPIRATION FOR SALESPEOPLE EVERYWHERE

HOW I MADE 
$5OO,OOO 
in Selling 
at Age 69

HOW I MADE 
$5OO,OOO 
in Selling 
at Age 69

HOW I MADE 
$5OO,OOO 
in Selling 
at Age 69

HOW
 I MADE $5OO,OOO in Selling at Age 69
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About the Author

M. Gopinathan Nair is a native of Kerala, India, having 

migrated to the United States on June 1972. Before 

migrating to the U.S., Gopi attended the University 

of Bombay, where he received his Masters Degree in 

Commerce. He taught for six years and worked in the 

steel forging industry as a Corporate Executive for three 

years. Gopi, as he is popularly known has been a salesman 

for the last four decades. He worked with many fi nancial 

institutions like Mass. Mutual, Travelers, Prudential, Dean 

Witter Reynolds (now Morgan Stanley) and MetLife. 

While working with MetLife, he qualifi ed three times 

for the coveted President’s Conference and several times for the Leader’s Conference 

and Management Leader’s Conference. Besides, he also qualifi ed several times for the 

prestigious Million Dollar Round Table Conference. He also worked in management with 

MetLife as an Associate Branch Manager and a Branch Manager. As a fellow of the Life 

Underwriters Council, Gopi served on their faculty for fi ve years. He also was a member of 

the National Speakers Association and lectured extensively on such topics as goal-setting, 

power of enthusiasm and sales excellence.

An ardent student of Mental Science, Gopi has done extensive research work in the power 

and infl uence of the human mind since 1980. He is a Mental Science practitioner and 

zealously practices this ancient science to promote peace and harmony in daily life. He 

resides in Elmhurst, Illinois with his wife Lalitha. They have three sons, Sai, Hari, and Sabari, 

and a daughter in law, Cathy. Cathy is married to Sai.

Gopi took an early retirement from MetLife in 2004. He has been working with Homeland 

Mortgage Company for the last eleven years as a Senior Loan O�  cer.

A Sales Professional’s Credo

• Sales Integrity is my Strength
• Trust is my Purpose
• Hard work is my rule
• Service is my life’s calling
• Ethics and Morals are my eyes

• Gratitude is my heartbeat
• Optimism is what I breathe
• My word is my bond
• Knowledge is my companion
• Experience is my teacher

HowIMade500000_SC-14-09-28.indd   1 2015-07-20   3:48 PM

A Sales Professional’s Credo: 
Sales Integrity is my Strength 
Trust is my Purpose 
Hard work is my rule 
Service is my life’s calling 
Ethics and Morals are my eyes 
Gratitude is my heartbeat 
Optimism is what I breathe 
My word is my bond 
Knowledge is my companion 
Experience is my teacher

How I Made 
$500,000 in 
Selling at Age 69

M. Gopinathan Nair

Self-Help,  
Personal Growth, Success 
176 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 30.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3376-4 

paperback • 16.49 USD 
978-1-4602-3377-1

ebook • 3.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3378-8 
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RLDW
IN A PERFECT

Interpersonal Skills for Life

Pat Hirst

“The richness of our lives depends on the
quality of our personal and professional relationships and 

that depends on how we communicate.” — P.H.

In a perfect world, everyone would be good tempered, listen carefully and 
would consider the outcome before they spoke. We don’t live in a perfect 
world and most of us have not received coaching on how to communicate 
effectively, especially when interactions are dif� cult or con� icted. Today’s 
barrage of electronic communication can complicate how we understand 
each other.

Communication is a series of choices focused on what we say, and how 
we say it. It also includes what we don’t say. In a Perfect World takes you 
on a journey through the dynamics of effective communication, highlighting 
interpersonal skills and how to say things in a way that maximizes your 
chance of having successful interactions.  It is full of good examples and 
wonderful stories.

T H I S  B O O K  W I L L  H E L P  YO U :
• Assert your own views when speaking with others

• Communicate to deepen your relationships

• Confront the negative behaviour of others

• Manage your emotions and resolve con� ict 

• Choose the right medium to send your message 

• Explore manners, apologies and letting go of bad situations

• Apply ideas to your own situations through checklists and exercises 

In a Perfect World is designed to help you re� ect on your interpersonal skills 
and key relationships and encourage you to take the time and effort with those 
relationships that matter. We all have the opportunity during our time on earth 
to create our best and most perfect life.

Want to change things?
S TA R T  T O D AY !
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In a perfect world, everyone would be good tempered, listen carefully 
and consider the outcome before they spoke. We don’t live in a perfect 
world and most of us have not received coaching on how to communicate 
effectively. Today’s barrage of electronic communication can complicate 
how we understand each other. 

Communication is a series of choices focused on what we say, and how 
we say it. In a Perfect World takes the reader on a journey through the 
dynamics of effective communication, highlighting interpersonal skills 
and how to say things in a way that maximizes the chance of having 
successful interactions. It is full of good examples and wonderful stories. 

This book will help readers: 

• Assert their views and communicate to deepen relationships 

• Confront the negative behaviour of others 

• Manage emotions and resolve conflict 

• Explore manners, apologies and letting go of bad situations 

• Apply ideas to specific situations through checklists and exercises 

In a Perfect World is designed to help readers reflect on their interpersonal 
skills and key relationships and encourage people to take the time and 
effort with those relationships that matter. 

In a Perfect World

Interpersonal Skills for Life

Pat Hirst

www.pathirstbooks.com

Language Arts & Disciplines, 
Communication Studies 
304 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 36.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5621-3

paperback • 23.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5622-0

ebook • 6.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5623-7

Pat believes the key to creating our most perfect life is effective 
communication skills. She is a speaker, trainer, and mediator. Through 
workshops, retreats and keynotes she shares strategies and tools to 
coach people to create the life they chose. She lives in Winnipeg, Canada. 

“…In A Perfect World is a solid guide to effective communication.  A practical book that aims to help readers 

create a better life through better relationships.” — Kirkus Reviews

“Hirst covers often overlooked principles to offer a fresh 

perspective to those struggling with derailed social lives. Hirst’s 

professional experience as a speaker and mediator shines 

through her book.” — ForeWord Clarion Reviews
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With over 140 countries fielding nation-state 

and rouge malious cyber hacking capabilities, 

it is critical that we are aware of threats 

and vulnerabilities.

Adm. Michael Rogers, director of the National Security 
Agency warned Congress regarding cyber attacks, “It’s only 
a matter of the ‘when,’ not the ‘if,’ that we are going to see 
something dramatic.”

Cyber Blackout is a warning. It is a chronicle of the cyber 
threats of which we find ourselves at risk every day. Our 
power supply is vulnerable. Our food supply. Even the basics 
of communication. Every facet of our national security is 
vulnerable to cyber threats, and we are not prepared to defend 
them all.

Cyber Blackout explains how these threats have been 
building since the Cold War, how they affect us now, and 
how they are changing the concepts of war and peace as we 
know them. It is essential knowledge for anyone wishing to 
understand safety and security in the age of the fifth domain.
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CYBER BLACKOUT

JOHN A. ADAMS, JR.

When the Lights Go Out —  
Nation at Risk

CyberBlackout_SC-15-01-22.indd   1 2015-03-11   11:32 AM

With over 140 countries fielding nation-state and rouge malious cyber 
hacking capabilities, it is critical that we are aware of threats and 
vulnerabilities.

Adm. Michael Rogers, director of the National Security Agency warned 
Congress regarding cyber attacks, “It’s only a matter of the ‘when,’ not 
the ‘if,’ that we are going to see something dramatic.”

Cyber Blackout is a warning. It is a chronicle of the cyber threats of 
which we find ourselves at risk every day. Our power supply is vulnerable. 
Our food supply. Even the basics of communication. Every facet of our 
national security is vulnerable to cyber threats, and we are not prepared 
to defend them all.

Cyber Blackout explains how these threats have been building since 
the Cold War, how they affect us now, and how they are changing the 
concepts of war and peace as we know them. It is essential knowledge 
for anyone wishing to understand safety and security in the age of the 
fifth domain.

All warfare is based on deception. — Sun Tzu c.500 B.C.

Who is likely to make suitable provisions for the public defense, 

as that body to which the guardianship of the public safety is 

confided . . . which, by the extension of its authority throughout 

the States, can alone establish uniformity and concert in the plan 

and measures by which the common safety is to be secured?

— Alexander Hamilton: 

Federalist Papers No. 23 

December 18, 1787

Cyber Blackout

When the Lights Go Out  
— Nation at Risk

John A. Adams, Jr. 

www.cyberblackout.net

Computers, Internet, Security 
248 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 34.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5979-5

paperback • 19.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5980-1

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5981-8

John A. Adams, Jr. was formerly president and CEO of Enterprise Florida 
and served on the Executive Committee of Space Florida. He received 
the 1986 National Exporter of the Year Award from President Ronald 
Reagan in the White House Rose Garden. As a past chairman of the 
Industry Sector Advisory Council he provided Congressional testimony 
on GATT, NAFTA, CAFTA, and on U.S.-Mexico cross-border infrastructure 
and trade issues.

Adams holds a Ph.D. from Texas A&M University, served as a captain in 
the United States Air Force, and speaks nationwide on economic and 
industrial development, competitiveness, risk management, and cyber 
security trends.

Dr. Adams lives deep in the heart of Texas, where he has written a dozen 
books.
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HUNTING
JUSTICE

Adair McGee & C.F. Rymer

Justice is truth. When a neighbor, Tim Bartin, is killed and 

another neighbor, Joe Miller, is charged with the shooting, 

Adair McGee is advised to let the judicial process work. 

The lack of of� cial information about the case leads to the 

use of social media as the main resource for information 

and polarizes the community. Adair is advised that the 

truth will come out in the end. When it doesn’t, she looks 

for answers. How could a man, who was not hunting, be 

charged by the Pennsylvania Game Commission with 

three violations of the hunting code? Why did the District 

Attorney bring this incident, classi� ed as a misdemeanor, 

to the court? Why, when the state’s evidence seemed to 

absolve the accused, was the case prosecuted? Was the 

District Attorney seeking the truth or a conviction? Who 

shot Tim Bartin and why? This story proves once again 

that fact is stranger than � ction.

Adair McGee, in her � rst book, found the instruction to write about what you 

know to be the guiding principle. She is an artist and animal rights activist 

who felt compelled to tell this story. McGee, a novice when it comes to hunting, 

judicial process, and governmental regulations, knew this story must be told. 

She partnered with C.F. Rymer, whose background is in research and writing. 

Rymer assisted McGee in � nding the facts and to giving voice to her story.
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Justice is truth. When a neighbor, Tim Bartin, is killed 
and another neighbor, Joe Miller, is charged with the 
shooting, Adair McGee is advised to let the judicial 
process work. The lack of official information about 
the case leads to the use of social media as the main 
resource for information and polarizes the community. 
Adair is advised that the truth will come out in the end. 
When it doesn’t, she looks for answers. How could a man 
who was not hunting be charged by the Pennsylvania 
Game Commission with three violations of the hunting 
code? Why did the District Attorney bring this incident, 
classified as a misdemeanor, to the court? Why, when 
the state’s evidence seemed to absolve the accused, was 
the case prosecuted? Was the District Attorney seeking 
the truth or a conviction? Who shot Tim Bartin and why? 
This story proves once again that fact is stranger than 
fiction.

Hunting Justice

Adair McGee 
and C.F. Rymer

Law 
312 pages • b/w 

6 x 9 in

hardcover • 37.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3145-6

paperback • 24.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3146-3

ebook • 9.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3147-0

On the 19th of September, 2015 it will be 60 years since 
the last streetcar made its final run through Winnipeg’s 
well known Portage and Main. Even our oldest daughter 
in her mid fifties never had a chance to see a Winnipeg 
streetcar operating, and naturally her children and 
grandchildren haven’t either. What an experience they 
have missed! I operated the streetcars for their final 17 
months of existence here, from April 1954 to September 
1955. I was the third youngest streetcar operator at 
that time. I turned 86 years old in November 2014 so 
the remaining half dozen operators will be in their mid 
nineties now. I have tried to capture the experience that 
the 73 years of streetcar service provided to Winnipeg 
and the surrounding towns. From the start of the horse 
cars in 1882 when the drivers were paid 12 cents an hour, 
to the beginning of electric streetcars in January 1891, 
this book describes with the aid of numerous pictures 
the essence of the transportation experience of those 
times. The streetcars ran for approximately 35 years 
before the first four buses came in 1918. In that time the 
streetcars supported the growth of the city — to 150,000 
people by 1912 — becoming the third largest city in 
Canada. Writing this book has brought back many fond 
memories of those days. The last Winnipeg streetcar 
book was written by the late John Baker 32 years ago. 
It’s about time for another.

THE STREETCARS OF WINNIPEG

OUR FORGOTTEN
HERITAGEOUT OF SIGHT OUT OF MIND

A brief recollection of Winnipeg streetcars and their 73 years 
of dedicated service to our city and surrounding towns

BRIAN K. DARRAGH2465357814609
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On the 19th of Sep-
tember, 2015 it will be 
60 years since the last 
streetcar made it’s fi nal 
run through Winnipeg’s 
well known Portage and 
Main. Even our oldest 
daughter in her mid fi f-
ties never had a chance 
to see a Winnipeg street-
car operating, and nat-
urally her children and 
grandchildren haven’t 
either. What an experience they have missed! I operated the streetcars for 
the fi nal 17 months of existence here, April 1954 to September 1955. I was 
the third youngest streetcar operator at that time. I turned 86 years old in 
November 2014 so the remaining half dozen operators will be in their mid 
nineties now. I have tried to capture the experience that the 73 years of 
streetcar service provided to Winnipeg and the surrounding towns. From 
the start of the horse cars in 1882 where the drivers were paid 12 cents 
an hour, to the beginning of electric streetcars in January 1891, this book 
describes with the aid of numerous pictures the essence of the transpor-
tation experience of those times. The streetcars ran for approximately 35 
years before the fi rst four buses came in 1918. In that time the streetcars 
supported the growth of the city to 150,000 people by 1912 becoming the 
third largest city in Canada. Writing this book has brought back many fond 
memories of those days. The last Winnipeg streetcar book was written by 
the late John Baker 32 years ago. It’s about time for another.

A� er 57 years, author reunites with streetcar # 692 in 2012.
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The Streetcars of 
Winnipeg - Our 

Forgotten Heritage

Out of Sight  
- Out of Mind

Brian K. Darragh

www.streetcarsofwinnipegbook.

com

Transportation,  
Public Transportation 

192 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 30.99 USD 
978-1-4602-4652-8

paperback • 16.99 USD 
978-1-4602-4653-5

ebook • 3.99 USD 
978-1-4602-4654-2
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A quiet six-year-old girl, brought to America in 1955, was welcomed into the loving 
home of family members who adopted her as their own cherished daughter. 
Raised by a gentle, strong father and beautiful, elegant mother, Rose learned 
through discipline, guidance, and unconditional love what it meant to seek God, 
strive for excellence in all things, and respect others without compromising 
oneself. Upon this foundation would she build the rest of her life in spite of the 
storms that would soon test her.

As a young woman, Rose was no stranger to grief: at the age of nine, she lost 
her beloved father to illness. And so it was that when she met and married her 
soul mate, Gabriel, she rejoiced in the profound and abundant blessing that was 
marriage and family, only to face devastating loss once again a few years later 
when the love of her life was diagnosed with leukemia.

Upon becoming a widow before she was thirty years old, the young mother was 
charged with raising her three children alone. Though she was stricken with 
grief, she set her mind and spirit upon the task she had promised her husband 
to see through: to raise and equip their children with the love, integrity,  and 
education that he himself so valued and had dreamed of imparting. 

This is the memoir of the young woman who exemplified values by which she 
would raise her children—values that are as relevant today as they were forty 
years ago. In spite of loss, grief, loneliness, frustration, and discrimination, her 
convictions and steadfast faith would reap great rewards, leading her to rejoice 
in the fruit of her labor while building a legacy that will continue for generations.
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A quiet six-year-old girl, brought to America in 1955, was welcomed into the 
loving home of family members who adopted her as their own cherished 
daughter. Raised by a gentle, strong father and beautiful, elegant mother, 
Rose learned through discipline, guidance, and unconditional love what it 
meant to seek God, strive for excellence in all things, and respect others 
without compromising oneself. 

As a young woman, Rose was no stranger to grief: at the age of nine, 
she lost her beloved father to illness. And so it was that when she met 
and married her soul mate, Gabriel, she rejoiced in the profound and 
abundant blessing that was marriage and family, only to face devastating 
loss once again a few years later when the love of her life was diagnosed 
with leukemia.

Upon becoming a widow before she was thirty years old, the young 
mother was charged with raising her three children alone. Though she 
was stricken with grief, she set her mind and spirit upon the task she had 
promised her husband to see through: to raise and equip their children 
with the love, integrity,  and education that he himself so valued and had 
dreamed of imparting.

“Heartfelt and devout, this memoir of family and personal strength will resonate with single mothers.”  

— ForeWord Clarion Reviews «««««

“This readable, engaging memoir is a good portrait of a 

likable woman and her satisfyingly successful family...It can 

be considered inspirational reading, especially for single, 

religious parents...The book represents a good argument for 

parents who advocate pushing their children academically and 

enforcing strict rules at home” 

— ForeWord Clarion Reviews

Mom 3MD

A Mother’s Story

Rose A. Hunt 

www.mom3md.com

Biography & Autobiography 
200 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 31.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6258-0

paperback • 17.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6259-7

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6260-3

Born on Long Island, Bahamas, Rose Hunt is the loving mother of two sons 
and one daughter, and the devoted grandmother of three grandchildren. 
Her passion is and always has been for family; her greatest joy comes 
from making a difference in the lives of children whenever and however 
the opportunity presents itself. Through the strength of her upbringing 
and by virtue of her challenges as a widowed mother, she crafted a set 
of parenting principles called “The PDRLs of Life”, specifically built upon 
the values of patience, perseverance, discipline, respect, loyalty, and love. 
Using this approach, she worked hard through the child-raising years and 
celebrates the positive outcome as exemplified by the many successes of 
her children. To this day, she follows these same principles as she commits 
her life to being the best mother, grandmother, and friend possible.
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In 1954, Catharina and Joseph Lodewijks and their five sons 
took a train to Rotterdam and boarded a ship bound for Canada. 
Nestled safely in Catharina’s womb, three months before his birth, 
was Augustinus, who would be the sixth son of seven. 

As the turbulent seas heaved the ship for ten harrowing days, 
Catharina prayed fervently until the family landed safely in Halifax. 
Between the voyage, its timing, and the faith of a mother, a seed of 
spiritual gifting was bestowed upon the child who was yet to be born, 
as evidenced by the exceptional experiences he would encounter a 
few years after he was delivered. This seed was nourished, and over 
time, it grew and bore fruit.

From the tender age of five, the young lad quietly accepted his 
unusual connection with the spiritual world. Amidst the clamour and 
haste of the world around him, when faced with decisions great and 
small, and when encountering danger and loss, all would suddenly 
go quiet, and he would be blessed with a vision or revelation from 
the heavenly realms. So it continues to this very day. As written in 
Deuteronomy 18:18: “I will put my words in his mouth and he shall 
tell them all I command him.” 

This is Augustinus’ calling, and this is his story.
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WHEN ALL GOES QUIET

V i s i o n s ,  E p i s o d e s ,  a n d  R e v e l a t i o n s

A U G U S T I N U S  F.  LO D E W Y K S 
w i t h  i l l u s t r a t i o n s  b y  J a n e t  L o d e w y k s

In 1976, Augustinus F. Lodewyks (BPE, B.Ed, D.C.) became a 
Physical Education teacher and married the love of his life, Marilyn 
Rose. Inspired by his God-given desire to help and heal others, he 
became a Doctor of Chiropractic in 1981, and spent the subsequent 
twenty-five years rendering treatment to over sixty patients a day. 
Father to his two grown children, Joel Pierre and Kara Rose, he has 
spent time traveling with his wife, and after his retirement in 2007, 
they visited Europe and the Holy Land. This is his first book.

The author (right) 
and his father.
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In 1954, Catharina and Joseph Lodewijks and their five sons took a train 
to Rotterdam and boarded a ship bound for Canada. Nestled safely in 
Catharina’s womb, three months before his birth, was Augustinus, who 
would be the sixth son of seven.

As the turbulent seas heaved the ship for ten harrowing days, Catharina 
prayed fervently until the family landed safely in Halifax. Between the 
voyage, its timing, and the faith of a mother, a seed of spiritual gifting 
was bestowed upon the child who was yet to be born, as evidenced by 
the exceptional experiences he would encounter a few years after he was 
delivered. This seed was nourished, and over time, it grew and bore fruit.

From the tender age of five, the young lad quietly accepted his unusual 
connection with the spiritual world. Amidst the clamour and haste of the 
world around him, when faced with decisions great and small, and when 
encountering danger and loss, all would suddenly go quiet, and he would 
be blessed with a vision or revelation from the heavenly realms. So it 
continues to this very day. As written in Deuteronomy 18:18: “I will put my 
words in his mouth and he shall tell them all I command him.”

This is Augustinus’ calling, and this is his story.

When All Goes Quiet

Visions, Episodes, and Revelations

Augustinus F. Lodewyks

www.whenallgoesquiet.com

Biography & Autobiography 
232 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 33.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6975-6

paperback • 19.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6976-3

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6977-0

In 1976, Augustinus F. Lodewyks (BPE, B.Ed, D.C.) became a Physical 
Education teacher and married the love of his life, Marilyn Rose. Inspired 
by his God-given desire to help and heal others, he became a Doctor 
of Chiropractic in 1981, and spent the subsequent twenty-five years 
rendering treatment to over sixty patients a day. Father to his two grown 
children, Joel Pierre and Kara Rose, he has spent time traveling with his 
wife, and after his retirement in 2007, they visited Europe and the Holy 
Land. This is his first book.

“When All Goes Quiet is an interesting and heartfelt memoir that 

illustrates the driving force of Christian belief as experienced 

in one man’s life...With a combination of anecdotes, reflections, 

and illustrations, the message closest to Mr. Lodewyks’ heart is 

abundantly clear: pray without ceasing, be open to direction 

from the Divine, and believe in the goodness of God.”

— Renée Layberry, editor
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M Y  C H I L D R E N ’ S 
C H I L D R E N

How we grow in our spirituality through 
relationships and life experiences.

MY CHILDREN’S CHILDREN

2332837814609
 

ISBN 9781460233283
90000 >

Janet LaPlante

M Y  C H I L D R E N ’ S  C H I L D R E N  is a collection of Janet LaPlante’s personal stories 
that tell how we grow in our spirituality through our relationships and experi-
ences, how other people re� ect God’s love back to us, and how ultimately, we 
need to � nd the balance between the spiritual, emotional, and physical aspects 
of our lives. With a tender mix of humor, insight, and compassion, Janet takes 
readers on a journey through her relationships with friends and family that reveal 
how she learned to enjoy living in the moment and overcame struggles to � nd 
and create her life’s spiritual work. She folds their stories into her own, making 
this much more than a memoir. � e stories tell of love and romance, betrayal 
and heartbreak, mothering and letting go, faith and growth, stress and depres-
sion, balance and wellness. Ultimately, she shows how a life of faith eventually 
grows into faith in one’s self. We learn who Janet is today and how important her 
relationship with God has become. � is, in turn, can guide others who are strug-
gling on their own path to turn to God and their own inner strengths. Enjoy the 
imagery in this beautifully worded manuscript, as you � nd inspiration and faith.

Janet LaPlante gave in to her God-given gift for writing and speaking after years 
of multiple careers and service to her church and community, including past presi-
dent of the Phoenix Diocesan Council of Catholic Women. She wrote a column 
entitled “Joy from Janet” for her community paper, along with news articles and 
personal stories for the Arizona Republic, Catholic Sun Newspaper, and several 
magazines. She has won writing awards and is published in several anthologies. 
Currently, her blog “Joy from Janet” appears in www.catholicsun.org and she 
speaks often on Radio Family Rosary. Janet writes of her relationships with fam-
ily and friends in a tender and spiritual way, often with humor and always with 
God guiding her words. Most importantly, she is a listener, a helper and a friend 
to all who meet her.

Cover photo is Ocean Beach, CA., where Janet raised her family, walked, ran and 
daydreamed. She still returns to visit there with her growing family.
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My Children’s Children is a collection of Janet LaPlante’s 
personal stories that tell how we grow in our spirituality 
through our relationships and experiences, how other 
people reflect God’s love back to us, and how ultimately, 
we need to find the balance between the spiritual, 
emotional, and physical aspects of our lives. With a 
tender mix of humor, insight, and compassion, Janet 
takes readers on a journey through her relationships with 
friends and family that reveals how she learned to enjoy 
living in the moment and overcame struggles to find and 
create her life’s spiritual work. She folds their stories into 
her own, making this much more than a memoir. The 
stories tell of love and romance, betrayal and heartbreak, 
mothering and letting go, faith and growth, stress and 
depression, balance and wellness. Ultimately, she shows 
how a life of faith eventually grows into faith in one’s 
self. We learn who Janet is today and how important 
her relationship with God has become. This, in turn, can 
guide others who are struggling on their own path to 
turn to God and their own inner strengths. Enjoy the 
imagery in this beautifully worded manuscript, as you 
find inspiration and faith.

My Children’s 
Children

How we grow in our 
spirituality through 
relationships and life 
experiences.

Janet LaPlante

Religion, Spirituality 
128 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 28.49 USD 
978-1-4602-3327-6

paperback • 13.49 USD 
978-1-4602-3328-3

ebook •4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3329-0

Is There A God?  
Hell, Yeah!

The Jodi Faith Story, 
LOL!

Jodi Faith

www.bobandjodifaith.com

Religion, Christian Life, 
Personal Growth 
248 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 33.99 USD 
978-1-4602-4837-9 

paperback • 20.99 USD 
978-1-4602-4838-6

ebook • 6.99 USD 
978-1-4602-4839-3

Is there a God?

The Jodi Faith Story, LOL!

Jodi Faith 
as told to Charlotte Reed

H e l l ,  Y e a h !

Jodi Faith doesn’t want the world to hear her story from a “soap box” perspective, but 
rather in a way that lives may be changed by it. It’s her simple story – take it or leave it… 
A story about a God who pursued a quiet, broken sparrow and showed her He’d loved her 
since before time began. A story worthy of being told… — Charlotte Reed

This is a bold work, intimate and entertaining. The casual-toned narrative is interspersed 
with Jodi’s song lyrics and pertinent Biblical verses. It is a story that is both deeply personal 
and relatable. A brave work. Jodi Faith is to be commended for her tenacity both in life and 
in sharing her story! — Sarah Stewart

Jodi Faith reveals herself in this compelling story of lost- and found-ness. Her unabashed 
truth takes one’s breath away at times and stirs concern about the vulnerability of such 
exposure. This book is proof that everyone has an important story to tell because everyone is 
important to our Creator certainly, to each other essentially. The reader becomes privy to the 
transformative process Faith undergoes as her narrative unfolds without shame or blame in 
order to proclaim God’s grace in her life. Faith was driven to her knees countless times by 
life circumstances, but as often to praise and give thanks as otherwise. This story is far from 
over. — Jacqueline Chartrand

Connect with international recording artist, speaker and media personality Jodi and 
Robert Faith (husband and business partner) at www.thefaithteamnetwork.com
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A first generation Canadian, whose father 
arrived at Pier 21 on Christmas Eve, 1949, 
Jodi Faith is an international recording 
artist, keynote speaker, media personality and 
business owner! She “laughs out loud” as she 
ponders the crazy, amazing life she’s led! After 
her first marriage ended in absolute chaos 
and hopelessness, this “Lady of Destiny” has 
been given back her voice and quotes from her 
international #1 hit song, “Darlin’ long as you 
have breath, you’re not finished yet!”

She says, “I was up against the wall! Reeling 
from the mess I’d made of my life, I was 
literally forced to flee a life of substance abuse 
and domestic violence! Who knew God Himself 
would show up in the midst of my misery! 
LOL!

Forbidden from singing for seventeen years 
in that first marriage, my songs are being played 
all over the world! My sixth album is ready 
for distribution and my business is expanding 
daily! I am truly an “ordinary creature living an 
extraordinary life!”

I have concluded there is a God who wants 
us to have influence and authority in order for 
us to change the world! LOL! Who knew I was 
created to sing, speak and change lives by the 
telling of my story? Crazy but true! Humbling 
and empowering, too! Thank-you for choosing 
to spend a bit of time 
getting to know me! Jodi 
Faith<><

“Is There A God? 
Hell, Yeah!” A story of 
one woman’s journey of 
discovery. Get to know 
the Faith’s better at 
www.bobandjodifaith.
com.

2483867814609
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“Jodi Faith was once a homeless, broken sparrow. After 
she fled from her life of substance use and domestic 
abuse she discovered a God who had always pursued 
her... A God who had loved her since before time began.  
It’s her simple story – take it or leave it... A story worthy 
of being told.”

— Charlotte Reed 

“This is a bold work, intimate and entertaining. The 
casual-toned narrative is interspersed with Jodi’s song 
lyrics and pertinent Biblical verses. It is a story that is 
both deeply personal and relatable. A brave work. Jodi 
Faith is to be commended for her tenacity both in life 
and in sharing her story!”

— Sarah Stewart 

Connect with international recording artist, speaker and 
media personality Jodi Faith at  
www.thefaithteamnetwork.com
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A poet’s soul is able to find truth in a moment in time, 
a vista, or an experience. A poem then is a bridge to a 
poet’s view of the world and that is what Eileen James 
has created in Poems of the Soul. Through her poems, 
readers are able to experience the inspiration and insight 
that she has found in nature, family, and even loss.

Many of James’ poems share her joy and sense of place 
that she derives from living by the sea in Newfoundland. 
Some are inspired by the more difficult realities of life, 
such as the death of a loved one, the ravages of dementia, 
or being overwhelmed by loneliness. Others celebrate 
happier moments such as a wedding, an anniversary, or 
simply walking hand-in-hand with a loved one. All reflect 
her faith in God, and James shares the comfort and hope 
this brings her in her verse.

April Dahnke was born in Regina, SK in 1978. She 
was welcomed into the world by a loving family of 
storytellers and comedians. April was raised as a 
community volunteer, working in her school, church 
and community. It was very natural for her to transition 
into a life based on community development and 
literacy. Having worked in these fields for more 
than a decade, April continues to work with families 
through school and literacy programming.  

In 2006, shortly after receiving one of Saskatchewan’s 
Centennial Medals for demonstrated leadership in 
the Literacy Field, April started a new journey and 
gave birth to her first son. 2008 began another new 
adventure leaving the city to become a country girl 
in rural Saskatchewan. April is now the proud mother 
of three beautiful and entertaining children as well 
as a full-time student at the University of Regina 
completing a Bachelor of Human Justice.

What will these children do next? Take a walk in the 
shoes of every parent and laugh that it isn’t you... 
this time!

‘Twas the Night 
Before Daddy’s

A Single Mother’s Tale

April Dahnke

Humor, Form,  
Limericks & Verse 

32 pages • Premium Color 
8.5 x 8.5 in

paperback • 12.99 USD 
978-1-4602-2775-6

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-2776-3

‘TWAS THE
NIGHT
BEFORE
DADDY’S

by April Dahnke
Illustrated by Chuck McIntosh

A Single Mother’s Tale

What will these children 
do next? Take a walk in the 
shoes of every parent and 
laugh that it isn’t you... 

this time!
A P R I L  D A H N K E  was born in Regina, SK in 1978. She was 
welcomed into the world by a loving family of storytellers and 
comedians. April was raised as a community volunteer, work-
ing in her school, church and community. It was very natural 
for her to transition into a life based on community develop-
ment and literacy. Having worked in these fi elds for more than 
a decade, April continues to work with families through school 
and literacy programming.  

In 2006, shortly after receiving one of Saskatchewan’s Centen-
nial Medals for demonstrated leadership in the Literacy Field, 
April started a new journey and gave birth to her fi rst son. 
2008 began another new adventure leaving the city to become 
a country girl in rural Saskatchewan. April is now the proud 
mother of three beautiful and entertaining children as well as 
a full-time student at the University of Regina completing a 
Bachelor of Human Justice.

“This is a humourous look at single parenting 
that uses a familiar rhyming scheme and a 
brand new voice. Fellow parents will certainly 
recognize themselves in the book’s narrator 
and will appreciate the opportunity to take a 
moment to commiserate and to laugh at the 
stresses and joys of life’s most difficult and 
rewarding profession: parenthood.”

— Sarah Stewart, Editor

“Every Mother’s Bedtime Story!”

— Carey Rigby-Wilcox, 
SK Author and Illustrator
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Soul

A poet’s soul is able to fi nd 

truth in a moment in time, 

a vista, or an experience. 

Eileen 
M. James

A poet’s soul is able to � nd truth in a moment in time, 

a vista, or an experience. A poem then is a bridge 

to a poet’s view of the world and that is what Eileen 

James has created in Poems of the Soul. Through her 

poems, readers are able to experience the inspiration 

and insight that she has found in nature, family, and 

even loss. 

Many of James’ poems share her joy and sense of 

place that she derives from living by the sea in New-

foundland. Some are inspired by the more dif� cult 

realities of life, such as the death of a loved one, the 

ravages of dementia, or being overwhelmed by lone-

liness. Others celebrate happier moments such as a 

wedding, an anniversary, or simply walking hand-in-

hand with a loved one. All re� ect her faith in God, 

and James shares the comfort and hope this brings 

her in her verse.

EILEEN M. JAMES was born in Cow Head, Newfoundland and 

Labrador. She later moved to Ontario, where she married, raised 

three sons and one step-daughter, and became a Registered 

Nurse. Even as a young girl, James felt she had a story to tell, but 

her awakening as a poet didn’t happen until she moved back to 

her home province after being away for 27 years. 

James lives in Stephenville, NL for her work. She returns to 

her home in the Gros Morne National Park on the Northern Pen-

insula of NL on her time off from work. While writing this book 

of poetry she had to keep writing materials on her at all times 

day and night as she never knew what would inspire a poem. 

Anything from an owl sitting in a tree, to the � shermen bringing 

in their catch, to her mother’s old rocking chair to just looking at 

the mountains and sea on a calm serene day.
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Poems 
of 
the 
Soul

“A retired teacher who 

knew me since I was a 

little girl read some of my 

fi rst poems and told me 

she felt my soul when 

she read my poems. 

I had not told her the 

name of the book.”

—Eileen M. James
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Poems of the Soul

Eileen M. James

Poetry, Canadian 
64 pages • b/w 

6 x 9 in

hardcover • 24.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6376-1

paperback • 11.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6377-8

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6378-5
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F.W. Watt published It’s Over It’s Beginning in 1986 (The Porcupine’s Quill, 
Inc.). More than fifty poems were included, capturing what seemed like 
a whole lifetime of personal experience, in contrasting country and city 
worlds, poems about gains and losses, successes and failures, living and 
dying, sorrows and celebrations. Not all the journeys, meditations and 
discoveries he thought at the time worthy of recording were included in 
this first collection. As well, there were more years still to live, more poems 
to be written. It was happening — again: the need to put down in words 
the moments that cry out to be understood, preserved and shared. Over 
thirty more poems about loving and losing, about sex, about trees, dogs, 
cats, horses, about that best kept secret of old age (that the wanting 
outlives the having). More laughing poems. Death-row joking while doing 
time in the inescapable prison called “the golden years” by people who 
aren’t there yet. Together with those previously published poems, they 
make up this new book called It’s Over It’s Beginning Again.

“I was greatly impressed. . . . They are a poet’s poems.” — George Bowering, OC, OBC

“It’s a fine book. I read it at very nearly one continuous a stretch.” 

— Al Purdy, OC, OOnt

It’s Over It’s Beginning Again

F.W. Watt

www.fwwatt.com

Poetry 
160 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

paperback • 14.99 USD 
978-1-4602-7232-9

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-7233-6

Frank Watt was born in Saskatchewan in 1927, brought up in Vancouver 
and educated at the University of British Columbia, Oxford University 
(as a Rhodes Scholar), and the University of Toronto, where he taught 
for thirty-three years. Since the 1950’s his publications have included 
scholarly books, articles, and reviews dealing with British, American and 
Canadian literature and labor history, as well as short stories and poems. 
It’s Over It’s Beginning (1986) brought together a selection of his verse 
for the first time in book form. He has also published Heads or Tails: 23 
Stories, After the Funeral, Loving Daughters, The Lannigan Setup, The 
Road to Sutton, The Youth Drug, Joking Matters, and Where is Julius.

It’s Over 
It’s Beginning 
Again

F.W. Watt

It’s O
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F.W. Watt published It’s Over It’s Beginning in 1986 (The Porcupine’s 
Quill, Inc.). More than fifty poems were included, capturing what 
seemed like a whole lifetime of personal experience, in contrasting 
country and city worlds, poems about gains and losses, successes 
and failures, living and dying, sorrows and celebrations. Not all the 
journeys, meditations and discoveries he thought at the time worthy 
of recording were included in this first collection. As well, there were 
more years still to live, more poems to be written. It was happening 
— again: the need to put down in words the moments that cry out 
to be understood, preserved and shared. Over thirty more poems 
about loving and losing, about sex, about trees, dogs, cats, horses, 
about that best kept secret of old age — that the wanting outlives the 
having. More laughing poems. Death-row joking while doing time in 
the inescapable prison called “the golden years” by people who aren’t 
there yet. Together with those previously published poems, they make 
up this new book called It’s Over It’s Beginning Again.

Frank Watt was born in Saskatchewan in 1927, brought up in Vancouver, educated 
at the University of British Columbia, Oxford University (as a Rhodes Scholar), and 
the University of Toronto, where he taught for thirty-three years.  Since the 1950’s his 
publications have included scholarly books, articles,  and reviews dealing with British, 
American and Canadian literature and labor history, as well as short stories and 
poems. It’s Over It’s Beginning (1986) brought together a selection of his verse for the 
first time in book form.  On December 1, 2014, he published seven novels and a book 
of twenty-three short stories.

Other works by F.W. Watt: 
(all published by FriesenPress on December 1, 2014)

Heads or Tails 23 Stories
After the Funeral
Loving Daughters
The Lannigan Setup

The Road to Sutton
The Youth Drug
Joking Matters
Where is Julius
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Transformational 
Images

Adeleri Onisegun, Ph.D.
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Transformational Images is replete with messages of hope and the possibilities 
for life’s marvelous changes. Dr. Adeleri Onisegun was inspired by observa-
tions of dynamic personal growth, community challenges, and changing yet 
unwavering family foundations. From beginning to end you are drawn in to 
this exciting array of prose.

Everyone will � nd energy, inspiration, or motivation in these pages. 

Dr. Adeleri Onisegun was born in St. Thom-
as, Virgin Islands and grew up in Perth Am-
boy, New Jersey. She is a clinical psychol-
ogist with a rich history in mental health 
beginning with her training as a Neuropsy-
chiatric Technician in the U. S. Navy. She 
earned a B.A. degree in Psychology from 
Fordham University and completed her 
Doctoral studies at the Gordon F. Derner 
Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies 

at Adelphi University in New York. Whether working in a Children’s Psychiat-
ric Hospital or a Women’s Center, or teaching graduate or undergraduate stu-
dents, she has done so with great passion and enjoyment of each experience. 
Her love of cultural knowledge has taken her around the world. As a Citizen 
Ambassador with People to People International, Onisegun has traveled with 
Mental Health Delegations to Beijing, The People’s Republic of China and 
The Republic of Rwanda. Onisegun’s personal transformations include being 
ascribed the title “Iyalode” twice. First, the HRH Oseijeman Adefunmi I in 
Oyotunji African Village bestowed the title and she was honored again by 
Bokonon Bassely in The Republic of Benin West Africa. Current-
ly Dr. Onisegun teaches, conducts research and mentors 
undergraduate research at Paine College. Mother, 
Grandmother, Wife, Sister, Cousin, Friend, and 
Guide; Onisegun is also a powerful moti-
vational speaker and lecturer. She is a 
member of numerous organizations, 
most notably The Association of Black 
Psychologists. Her personal philosophy 
is re� ected in the Yoruba proverb: “Eyes 
not blinded by adversity will live to see 
better days.”
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Oyotunji African Village bestowed the title and she was honored again by 
Bokonon Bassely in The Republic of Benin West Africa. Current-
ly Dr. Onisegun teaches, conducts research and mentors 
undergraduate research at Paine College. Mother, 
Grandmother, Wife, Sister, Cousin, Friend, and 
Guide; Onisegun is also a powerful moti-
vational speaker and lecturer. She is a 
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Transformational Images

Adeleri Onisegun 

www.iyalodeonisegun.net

Poetry, African 
96 pages • b/w 
5.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 26.99 USD 
978-1-4602-1795-5

paperback • 11.99 USD 
978-1-4602-1796-2

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-1797-9

“Transformational Images is a wonderful read... filled with spiritual beauty, wisdom and love.  Beautiful!” 

— Jean Embry, author of Pieces of the Puzzle

Transformational Images is replete with messages of hope and the 
possibilities for life’s marvelous changes. Dr. Adeleri Onisegun was inspired 
by observations of dynamic personal growth, community challenges, and 
changing yet unwavering family foundations. From beginning to end you 
are drawn in to this exciting array of prose.

Everyone will find energy, inspiration, or motivation in these pages.

“Transformational Images is a wonderful work of poetry. In a 

word, authentic.”

— Tiziana Rinaldi-Castro, author of Due Cose Amare e una dolce

Dr. Adeleri Onisegun was born in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands and grew 
up in Perth Amboy, New Jersey. She is a clinical psychologist with a rich 
history in mental health beginning with her training as a Neuropsychiatric 
Technician in the U. S. Navy. She earned a B.A. degree in Psychology from 
Fordham University and completed her Doctoral studies at the Gordon F. 
Derner Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies at Adelphi University 
in New York. Whether working in a children’s psychiatric hospital or a 
women’s center, or teaching graduate or undergraduate students, she 
has done so with great passion and enjoyment of each experience. Her 
love of cultural knowledge has taken her around the world. As a Citizen 
Ambassador with People to People International, Onisegun has traveled 
with mental health delegations to Beijing, The People’s Republic of 
China and The Republic of Rwanda. Onisegun’s personal transformations 
include being ascribed the title “Iyalode” twice. First, the HRH Oseijeman 
Adefunmi I in Oyotunji African Village bestowed the title and she was 
honored again by Bokonon Bassely in The Republic of Benin West 
Africa. Currently Dr. Onisegun teaches, conducts research and mentors 
undergraduate research at Paine College. Mother, grandmother, wife, 
sister, cousin, friend, and guide; Onisegun is also a powerful motivational 
speaker and lecturer. She is a member of numerous organizations, most 
notably The Association of Black Psychologists. Her personal philosophy 
is reflected in the Yoruba proverb: “Eyes not blinded by adversity will live 
to see better days.”
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by James E Southern

fairy tales, tall tales, and a ferry story
suitable for ages nine to ninety

fairly moral stories with little violence
good bedtime reading  

inducing a minimum of nightmares

“James E Southern’s fantasies amuse both 
young and old.”

—Times Colonist classified section

“...wonderful!...hilarious...”—Kailey Wells,
winner of the 2015 Anders C Hansen 

Fairy Tale Appreciation Award

“...fantastic flights of fantasy! ...tales 
ranking with Hans Christian Andersen’s 
in a class of their own.”     —anonymous

Once Upon
Fairly Tall Fairy Tales

by James E Southern

Fairly TallTallTallTallTallTallTall
Fairy Tales

==========================================
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“James E Southern’s fantasies amuse both 
young and old.”

—Times Colonist classified section

“...wonderful!...hilarious...”—Kailey Wells,
winner of the 2015 Anders C Hansen 

Fairy Tale Appreciation Award

“...fantastic flights of fantasy! ...tales 
ranking with Hans Christian Andersen’s 
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This collection of fairy tales, fables, and tall tales will 
enchant readers of all ages. Fairly moral stories with 
little violence make good bedtime reading, inducing a 
minimum of nightmares.

Once Upon

Fairly Tall Fairy Tales

James E Southern

www.jamesesouthern.com

Juvenile Fiction,  
Fairy Tales & Folklore 
144 pages • b/w 
6 x 9 in

hardcover • 28.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3987-2

paperback • 13.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3988-9

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-3989-6

Ethel’s New Home is a heartwarming story about a dwarf 
hamster who lives in a hamster tank with seven brothers 
and sisters. But Ethel has a problem; she is getting tired 
of having to share all the time with them. Ethel can’t eat, 
drink, or sleep when she wants because her brothers 
and sisters are always in the way. Ethel decides the 
answer is to escape from the tank and find a new, more 
spacious place to live by herself. Will Ethel make her way 
home again? A story with a theme that both parents and 
children will enjoy reading together, especially if they 
come from a large family.

Ethel’s New Home

Kathy Rogo

www.kathyrogo.com

Juvenile Fiction, Animals, 
Mice, Hamsters,  
Guinea Pigs, Etc. 
32 pages • Premium Color 
8.5 x 8.5 in

paperback • 14.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5736-4

ebook • 3.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5737-1

by Kathy Rogo

by Kathy Rogo

illustrated by Natalia Starikova
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Ethel’s New Home 
is a heartwarming story about a 

dwarf hamster who lives in a hamster 

tank with seven brothers and sisters. But 

Ethel has a problem, she is getting tired 

of having to share all the time with them. 

Ethel can’t eat, drink, or sleep when 

she wants because her brothers and 

sisters are always in the way. Ethel 

decides the answer is to escape from 

the  tank and � nd a new, more spacious 

place to live by herself. Will Ethel make 

her way home again? A story with a theme 

that both parents and children will enjoy 

reading together especially if they come 

from a large family.
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One ordinary evening Janet Brown (who is host to Brain Rodents Tom, 
Pip and Squeak), receives a phone call. It is an invitation for Janet to go 
to the beach with her friend Natalie White and Natalie’s six-and-three-
quarter-year-old son Max.

Pip and Squeak encourage Janet to accept Natalie’s invitation. They are 
ready for some fun and excitement! And a chance to spend some time 
with their friends Blue, Jade and Scarlet who are Natalie’s Brain Rodents.

With that decision Pip and Squeak start an adventure that will change all 
of their lives forever, especially Tom’s!

Pip and Squeak  
Go to the Beach

Brain Rodents Series,  
Book One

a novel by  
HELEN TEAGLE

One ordinary evening Janet Brown, who is host to  
Brain Rodents Tom, Pip and Squeak receives a phone call. 
It is an invitation for Janet to go to the beach with her 
friend Natalie White and Natalie’s six and three quarter 
year old son Max.

Pip and Squeak encourage Janet to accept Natalie’s 
invitation. They are ready for some fun and excitement! 
And a chance to spend some time with their friends Blue, 
Jade and Scarlet who are Natalie’s Brain Rodents.

With that decision Pip and Squeak start an adventure that 
will change all of their lives forever, especially Tom’s!

Helen Teagle is originally from England and now 

lives in Ontario, Canada with her husband. She has 

always loved reading children’s books, especially to 

her own two children.

Helen has been living with Tom, Pip and Squeak, 

her own Brain Rodents for many years. She started 

writing about them, using Janet as their host to share 

their adventures with children all over the world.

2500137814609
 

ISBN 9781460250013
90000 >
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Pip and Squeak Go to the Beach

Book One

Helen Teagle

www.brainrodentadventures.com

Juvenile Fiction, Animals, Mice, Hamsters,  
Guinea Pigs, Etc. 
72 pages • b/w 
5.5 x 8.5 in

paperback • 11.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5001-3

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-5002-0

Helen Teagle is originally from England and now lives in Ontario, Canada 
with her husband. She has always loved reading children’s books, 
especially to her own two children.

Helen has been living with Tom, Pip and Squeak, her own Brain Rodents 
for many years. She started writing about them, using Janet as their host 
to share their adventures with children all over the world.

Pip and Squeak Go to the Beach is book one of the Brain Rodents 
Series. Look for book two, Max’s Mice, coming in 2016.
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Charlie was what we Earthlings call a You-Eff-Oh, you know, a U.F.O., 
an Unidentified Flying Object. He had been seen by two very surprised 
Earthlings on Thursday, April 10, 1975 at about 9:10 p.m. local Earth time. 
Charlie was curious and he thought that this could be fun, so he decided 
to hang around to see what would happen next! Little did the Earthlings 
realize that they would soon be drawn into what was to go down in 
history as The Adventures of Charlie Red Star.

Edward had received a phone call in his Planetarium office about bright 
red lights that cavorted around the night sky over Carman almost 
every night. He visited Carman, interviewed many people and viewed 
photographs of some of these red lights. Later, he wrote an article for 
“Manitoba Nature” entitled “Manitoba U.F.O’s”. When he came to the part 
about the Carman U.F.O., he thought it would be fun to write the story 
from the viewpoint of the U.F.O.! The newspaper had called the lights: 
“Red Star Charlie”. It did not sound right to Edward and so he changed 
the name to “Charlie Red Star.”

“A pleasant, enigmatic extraterrestrial story that emerging readers will likely enjoy.” — Kirkus Reviews

“Throughout the book, Barker’s illustrations creatively alternate 

between Charlie’s birds-eye view and the human’s ground-level 

perspective...As he switches the layout from page to page, it 

creates a dynamic flow...The story’s lengthy paragraphs will 

make it most suitable for children making the transition from 

picture books to chapter books.”

— Kirkus Reviews

Edward was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada and went to school 
in St. James, a suburb of Winnipeg, where he attended school first at 
Britannia School and later at the St. James Collegiate. Both of his parents 
immigrated to Canada from England before he was born. Their house 
was underneath the flight path of Winnipeg’s airport so he developed a 
passion for aircraft and flying. Later, as an adult, he satisfied his boyhood 
dream when he learned to fly! Edward finished high school at Technical 
Vocational High School in Winnipeg. Before he graduated, he was 
hired as an apprentice Animation Artist at P.G.A., a local company that 
produced television commercials. He did graduate from Tec Voc by the 
way! He was convinced by some of the staff to attend The University of 
Manitoba School of Art. Later, he was hired by the newly opened Manitoba 
Planetarium in 1968, where he was to stay for thirty years. Edward and 
his family travel extensively, always on their own, all over North America, 
England and Europe as well as Nepal, Tunisia and the Baltic countries. He 
is retired and still draws, paints and sculpts in wood and stone, writes and 
even flies radio controlled model aircraft. 

The Adventures of Charlie  
Red Star

Edward Morris Barker

Juvenile Fiction 
40 pages • Premium Color 
8.5 x 8.5 in

paperback • 16.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6195-8

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6196-5

2619587814609
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T he Adventures of 

CHARLIE RED STAR
written & illustrated by

EDWARD MORRIS BARKER

Charlie was what we Earthlings call a You-Eff-Oh, you know, a U.F.O., an Unidentified flying Ob-
ject. He had been seen by two very surprised Earthlings on Thursday, April 10. 1975 at about 9:10 
p.m. local Earth time. Charlie was curious and he thought that this could be fun, so he decided to 
hang around to see what would happen next! Little did the Earthlings realize that they would soon 
be drawn into what was to go down in history as “The Adventures of Charlie Red Star”.

Edward had received a phone call in his Planetarium office about bright red lights that cavorted 
around the night sky over Carman almost every night. He visited Carman, interviewed many 
people and viewed photographs of some of these red lights. (See inside!) Edward wrote an article 
in the Manitoba Museum Paper about what he found. Later, he wrote an article for “Manitoba 
Nature” entitled; “Manitoba U.F.O’s”. When he came to the part about the Carman U.F.O., he 
thought it would be fun to write the story from the viewpoint of the U.F.O.! The newspaper had 
called the lights: “Red Star Charlie”. It did not sound right to Edward and so he changed the name 
to “Charlie Red Star”. Later, he wrote the story for children and anthropomorphized those strange 
red lights. He also made Charlie into a short Planetarium show so that Charlie could fly once more 
in the starry, starry skies above Carman!

TheAdventuresOfCharlieRedStar_SC_15-01-27.indd   1 2/11/2015   2:21 PM
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What is a big, filling, special cookie doing in Grayson’s tummy?

Crumbling, grumbling and rumbling, that’s what.

Grayson and the Crumbly, Grumbly, Rumbly Cookie tells the story of a 
little boy named Grayson who likes to eat cookies and ice cream. One 
day he eats a cookie, and when he asks for another one, he hears a 
voice. Every time he asks for another cookie, the voice tells him that 
there is room for only one big, filling, special cookie in his tummy. Then 
Grayson remembers that he also likes ice cream. He eats a scoop of the 
tasty, yummy, cool treat and... there is no more crumbling, grumbling, or 
rumbling.

Beginning readers and parents of preschoolers will enjoy reading this 
simple story about two favourite treats for children - a noisy big cookie 
and a gentle little scoop of ice cream. The cheerful illustrations add to the 
charm of the crumbly tale.

“Barboria, as author and illustrator, has paired a grumbly cookie and a playful scoop of ice cream in this story, 

capturing the magic of a child’s imagination.” — Joan Dyrholm

Grayson and the Crumbly, 
Grumbly, Rumbly Cookie

What is a big, filling, special cookie 
doing in Grayson’s tummy? 

Barboria Bjarne

www.barboriabjarne.com

Juvenile Fiction, Cooking & Food,  
32 pages • Premium Color 
8.5 x 8.5 in

hardcover • 38.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6595-6

paperback • 14.99 USD 
978-1-4602-2368-0

ebook • 2.99 USD 
978-1-4602-2369-7

Barboria Bjarne is a freelance writer and artist. When not writing or 
painting, she works on her urban homestead. Grayson and the Crumbly, 
Grumbly, Rumbly Cookie is her second picture book, this time written in 
prose and accompanied by delightful illustrations in gouache. She also 
wrote and illustrated ‘Quanny and Danny’, her first picture book in verse 
about a cute little puppy, raised by a goose.

Barboria lives with her family in Alberta. You can visit her online at  
www.barboriabjarne.com.

What is a big , f i l l ing , special cookie 
doing in Grayson's tummy? 

Crumbling , grumbling and rumbling , that's what. 

'Grayson and the Crumbly, Grumbly, Rumbly Cookie' tells the 
story of a little boy named Grayson who likes to eat cookies 
and ice cream. One day he eats a cookie, and when he asks for 
another one, he hears a voice. Every time he asks for another 

cookie, the voice tells him that there is room for only one big, filling, special cookie in his tummy. Then 
Grayson remembers that he also likes ice cream. He eats a scoop of the tasty, yummy, cool treat and...
there is no more crumbling, grumbling, or rumbling.

Beginning readers and parents of preschoolers will enjoy 
reading this simple story about two favourite treats for children 
- a noisy big cookie and a gentle little scoop of ice cream. 
The cheerful illustrations add to the charm of the crumbly tale.
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written and illustrated by
Barboria Bjarne

Grayson and the Crumbly, 
Grumbly, Rumbly Cookie

What is a big, filling, special cookie doing in Grayson's tummy?
story of a little boy named Grayson who likes to eat cookies 
and ice cream. One day he eats a cookie, and when he asks for 
another one, he hears a voice. Every time he asks for another 

Barboria Bjarne is a freelance writer and artist. When not writing or painting, 

she works on her urban homestead. 'Grayson and the Crumbly, Grumbly, Rumbly 

Cookie' is her second picture book, this time written in prose and accompanied 

by delightful illustrations in gouache. She also wrote and illustrated 'Quanny and 

Danny', her fi rst picture book in verse about a cute little puppy, raised by a goose.

Barboria lives with her family in Alberta. You can visit her online at 

www.barboriabjarne.com.

GATCGRC_SC_14-10-22.indd   1 3/11/2015   12:07 PM

Also by Barboria Bjarne,  
Quanny and Danny.

Quanny and Danny
If it squeaks and squawks, it‛s a...

'Quanny and Danny' is a charming children's story by Barboria Bjarne about a cute little puppy, 
raised by a goose, and how he inadvertently finds his true voice.

Quanny is a goose who struts around the property as if she were a guard dog.  She is looking after 
Danny, a little grey puppy, who follows Quanny everywhere.  He has never heard another dog's 
sound, and as a result, Danny has not learned how to bark like a dog; instead, he makes strange 
"goosey" sounds.

One day Quanny hears Danny making strange excited noises and goes to investigate.  She sees 
that he has found a caterpillar.  When Quanny gobbles it up, Danny's expression of surprise is 
so funny that Quanny laughs out loud.  That goosey laugh sounds close enough to a woof that, when 
Danny hears it, he stumbles upon his true voice.  From then on, he can bark and woof as though he 
were raised by a dog.

Young children and their parents will enjoy reading this rhyming, light-hearted story about the 
unlikely pair of Quanny and Danny.  It is filled with joy and accompanied by colourful and 

expressive illustrations.

Barboria Bjarne is a freelance writer and artist.  When not writ-

ing or painting, she works on her urban homestead. ‘Quanny and 

Danny’ is her fi rst picture book which she wrote and illustrated.  

Barboria lives with her family in Alberta.  

You can visit her online at www.barboriabjarne.com.

2110907814609
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by
Barboria Bjarne

QuannyAndDanny_SC-13-12-02.indd   1 14-02-19   12:30 PM

paperback • 14.99 USD 

978-1-4602-1109-0

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-1110-6
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The Secret Snowflake: A Christmas Story is a modern-day Christmas 
classic for all ages. The virtuous themes within the story and its whimsical 
use of rhyme throughout make it an enchanting, must-have book for 
families to share in the delights of the Christmas season. Teresa Easley’s 
imaginative fable captivates readers and shows how friendship, courage, 
and belief in oneself can preserve Christmas for one and all.

The Secret Snowflake: A Christmas Story, takes place one Christmas Eve, 
when the Bestower of Wishes determines that the Secret Snowflake’s 
power is diminishing. The Secret Snowflake, which puts good will into the 
hearts of all believers, desperately needs the wish of a child pure in heart 
to replenish its waning powers. Gossamer, one of the Snowflake’s Spirit 
Seekers, ventures into the human world and finds Eddie, an eight-year-
old boy, playing in the snow with his dog. Eddie demonstrates kindness 
and compassion, despite the work of the Joy Robbers who dampen 
everyone’s spirits. Gossamer chooses Eddie to make a special wish to 
help the Snowflake. Is Eddie’s heart pure enough? If so, what wish can he 
make to save the Spirit of Christmas?

“[The Secret Snowflake: A Christmas Story] is a spirited, animated read-aloud.” — Kirkus Reviews

“The ending has a wonderful surprise that left me with that 

‘Christmas Wonder’ I felt as a child. The same wonder I feel 

every time I read The Polar Express.”

— Patricia Pursell, Amazon Consumer Reviews

The Secret Snowflake

A Christmas Story

Teresa Easley

www.thesecretsnowflake.com

Juvenile Fiction, Holidays & Celebrations, 
Christmas & Advent 
40 pages • Premium Color 
8 x 10 in

hardcover • 39.99 USD 
978-1-4602-7017-2

paperback • 21.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6681-6

ebook • 4.99 USD 
978-1-4602-6682-3

The Secret 
Snowflake:

A Christmas Story

� e Secret Snow� ake possesses magical powers. Every 
Christmas at 4:31 a.m. after Santa Claus has returned 
to the North Pole and children still are sound asleep, 
the Secret Snow� ake emits golden rays of Christmas 
Spirit into every believer’s heart. However, the Secret 
Snow� ake’s life source gradually has weakened and 
must be renewed each year. Only a child pure in heart 
can make a wish and restore the Secret Snow� ake. 

Hidden in Snow� ake Mountain, the Secret Snow� ake 
has three mythical snow creatures—the Keepers of 
Light, the Guardians of Snow� ake Mountain, and the 
Spirit Seekers—that protect it from the Joy Robbers 
who seek to destroy it.

One Christmas Eve, Arya, the Bestower of Wishes,
determines that the Secret Snowflake’s power is 

diminishing, and the Secret Snowflake desperately 
needs the wish of a child pure in heart to help. � e 
Spirit Seekers immediately leave in search of such a 
child. Gossamer, a special Spirit Seeker, ventures into 
the human world and soon � nds Eddie, an eight-year-
old boy, playing in the snow with his dog Strider. 

Eddie demonstrates kindness and compassion, even 
though the Joy Robbers try to dampen everyone’s spir-
its. Gossamer knows that he is the child to help the 
Secret Snow� ake. Is Eddie’s heart pure enough? If so, 
what wish can he make to save the Secret Snow� ake?

In � e Secret Snow� ake: A Christmas Story, Teresa 
Easley’s enchanting fable captivates readers and shows 
how friendship, courage, and the belief in oneself can 
preserve Christmas for everyone.

Teresa Easley shared nightly bedtime stories of 

exciting journeys and wonder with her children. 

After her � rst grandchild was born cross-country, 

she wanted to make sure that storytelling was a part 

of his bedtime routine, even though she couldn’t be 

there. As a result, she decided to turn her storytell-

ing into a book so he could read it at bedtime. � e 

Secret Snow� ake: A Christmas Story is not only 

for her grandson, but also for all children and fam-

ilies so they can remember the delights and miracle 

of the Christmas season. She and her husband live 

in California with their dachshund, Gidget. � is is 

her � rst book.

2668167814609
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Teresa Easley

Illu� rations by Sasha Baines

The SecretSnowflake_SC_15-05-29.indd   1 2015-07-02   10:45 AM

Children’s Book Rekindles Christmas Spirit 
with New Classic

As her children grew up, Teresa Easley would make up bedtime stories 
of exciting journeys and wonder. With her first grandchild living across 
the country, she was unable to share in his bedtime routine and tell him 
these same stories. As a result, she decided to turn her storytelling into a 
book for her grandson. Written in the style of a timeless fable, The Secret 
Snowflake: A Christmas Story is for all children and families so they can 
remember the delights and miracle of the Christmas season. She and her 
husband live in California with their dachshund, Gidget. This is her first 
book.
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In stark contrast to the dysfunctional megacity of today, The Municipality 
of Metropolitan Toronto was a city that worked. Some refer to this period 
from 1954 to 1998 as Toronto’s “Golden Age.”

This book traces the growth and governance of the city from its 
creation in 1834 through its successful Metro years to why and how the 
decision was made to establish the present megacity while at the same time 
either accidentally or deliberately turning the Ontario government into 
both a provincial government and a regional government, as well, for a 
significantly enlarged Greater Toronto Area.

Then it urges the provincial government to initiate a long over-due 
review of the governance of the city aimed at returning it to a city that 
works either by way of a de-amalgamation, as successfully achieved in 
Montreal, or at the very least by a decentralization of local responsibilities.

“As Premier of Quebec, my government passed legislation to allow 
previously amalgamated municipalities to de–amalgamate. While calling 
on the Ontario government to review the governance of Toronto, Alan 
Redway points out not only that Montreal was successfully de–amalgamated 
but alternatively that the city of Montreal’s present borough system could 
well be a model for a more decentralized Toronto form of government.”

— Hon. Jean Charest, former Premier of Quebec

“Alan Redway guides us through the creation and evolution of Metro 
Toronto and of the amalgamated city. Toronto’s policy–makers–both 
provincially and locally–should carefully consider his plea to ‘Bring Back 
the City that Worked’.”

— Andrew Sancton, professor of political science at Western University

“Alan Redway has done a superb job of pulling together so many back-room 
stories about how decisions were made over a fifty year period leading up 
to the creation of the megacity–and why it should be rethought. Bravo!”

— John Sewell, former Mayor of Toronto
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Friends William, Robert, and Annie are on the cusp of adulthood 
while the world is on the brink of war. It is a Canadian summer 
in 1939 and Robert and Annie’s love has blossomed, even as 
the inevitability of the boys joining up means separation and 
the fi rst of many losses. Fearing he might not return, Robert 
makes William promise to take care of Annie. Every arena of 
their lives is infi ltrated by the war, from the home front to the 
underground of queer London to the bloody battlefi elds of Italy. 
Even in the aftermath, in the shadow of The Dreamland, these 
friends fi ght their own inner battles: to have faith in their right 
to love and be loved, to honour their promises and ultimately 
fi nd their way “home.”

“Laurel Deedrick-Mayne recreates, with astonishing depth and nuance, a 

part of our war history that hasn’t been written about nearly enough. For 

that alone, this book is a must-read: and yet there is so much more, too, 

to enthral us in A Wake For The Dreamland. Here is a novel which takes us 

from the big-sky beauty of Alberta to the shimmering hills of Italy, from the 

energetic buzz of young Edmonton to the swinging step of wartime London 

to the dark heart of war itself. And it takes, us, as well, deep into a shattered 

mind, into broken hearts, into the shame and rapture of lust — and the joy 

of love. Accomplishing all this in one novel is an extraordinary feat; this is 

an extraordinary book. By turns hilarious, harrowing, and heartbreaking, it 

will dig deep into your heart and never let you go.”

Melanie Little, author of 

The Apprentice’s Masterpiece and Confi dence
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A Wake For TheDreamland
L A U R E L  D E E D R I C K - M A Y N E

Cover Photo by Nico Humby
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� n sixteenth century Ireland, Alainn McCreary
is healer to Chieftain O'Brien, his clan and his kin. Few realize she is 
also capable of many unusual supernatural abilities. Morag, the old healer, 
warns her against the use of her magic. But without it, how will she learn 
the secret surrounding the Glade Witch, or end the malevolent curse on 
the O'Brien line? Even her powers of perception will not allow her to see 
how deeply she is connected to both.
 
She faces danger and uncertainty as she catches the chieftain's eye, his 
priest's suspicion, and his nephew's heart.

Leigh Ann Edwards has been writing novels for nearly twenty years. Her travels to 
the UK, Ireland and Massachusetts inspired � e Farrier's Daughter and its sequel 
novels. She lives in Edmonton,  Alberta with her husband.

L E I G H  A N N  E D WA R D S
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"...an exciting, well-researched � rst series installment...
Alainn provides a beautiful example of a strong, self-
determined female character, as she struggles in a patriarchal 
society that uses overt sexual violence to keep power."

                   — Kirkus Reviews

The Irish Witch Series
[ BOOK ONE]

A powerful, surprising fantasy that 
will leave readers excited for the next 
book in the series."

— Kirkus Reviews
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Sixteen Years in SiberiaSixteen Years in Siberia
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MELANIJA VANAGA

Translated by Maruta Voitkus-Lukins

"Those among us who survived," says Melanija, "did so be-
cause we were unbelievably full of the determination and 
will to live, and faith in our ultimate liberation, as well 

as because all the disasters arose unexpectedly."  

From her own and some of her fellow victims' notes and diaries written while 
the experiences were raw, she portrays an authentic panorama of  what ethnic 

cleansing looked like on the ground during her involuntary Siberian exile (1941-
1956). First on an animal collecting station near Tyukhtet when her son Alnis is 
only nine, and later in the village itself, she and the other women endure home-
lessness, borderline starvation, extreme cold, humiliation, insult, ill treatment 
and brutality, and all the while without any knowledge about their husbands' 
fate, the men having been separated from the women and children already at the 
�rst train station where their ordeal began. Add to that, black mud into which 
one sinks up to the knees, and in Melanija's case, a death's door operation.

Miraculously, some survived, and a few, like Alnis, even ultimately regained a re-
spected position in society.

Indomitable, iron lady Melanija recorded uncounted biographies of those who 
did not—members of her extended family, neighbours, friends and acquaintanc-
es. She �lled one hundred and ten large albums in her calligraphic handwriting, 
supplemented by photographs, and hand drawn maps and pictures. 

In Latvia, this documentary became an instant modern classic. In September 
2014 it was published in Russian.
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Cathy Robinson is a Registered Psychologist in Alberta. A graduate of York University 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree with Honours in Psychology, she has also completed a 
Master’s of Education degree in the Counselling Program at the University of Alberta. Over 
the past 15 years Cathy has worked and volunteered in family and teen support programs, 
employment programs for youth, in programs that support new immigrants to Canada and 
in hospital settings. She has also worked as a sessional instructor at the University of  
Alberta. As a psychologist working in private practice in a medical clinic her clients  
included children, adolescents, adults, and couples.  

Cathy began to pursue the area of writing after the birth of her third child,  and her hope 
is to continue writing as a way to reach out and inspire others. She currently resides in 
Edmonton, Alberta with her husband and their children.
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Governing Toronto: 

Bringing Back the City 

That Worked

Alan Redway

hardcover • 37.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5199-7

paperback • 24.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5200-0

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5201-7

A Wake For the 

Dreamland

Laurel Deedrick-Mayne

hardcover • 41.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5852-1

paperback • 29.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5853-8

ebook • 3.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5854-5

The Farrier’s Daughter

Leigh Ann Edwards

hardcover • 31.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0873-1

paperback • 17.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0871-7

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0872-4 

7 Easy Steps To A 

Positive Mind: How to 

Shrink Your Negative 

Monster

Cathy Robinson

paperback • 11.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0576-1

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-0577-8

Suddenly, a Criminal: 

Sixteen Years in Siberia

Melanija Vanaga

hardcover • 52.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6402-7

paperback • 41.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6403-4

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6404-1

A quiet six-year-old girl, brought to America in 1955, was welcomed into the loving 
home of family members who adopted her as their own cherished daughter. 
Raised by a gentle, strong father and beautiful, elegant mother, Rose learned 
through discipline, guidance, and unconditional love what it meant to seek God, 
strive for excellence in all things, and respect others without compromising 
oneself. Upon this foundation would she build the rest of her life in spite of the 
storms that would soon test her.

As a young woman, Rose was no stranger to grief: at the age of nine, she lost 
her beloved father to illness. And so it was that when she met and married her 
soul mate, Gabriel, she rejoiced in the profound and abundant blessing that was 
marriage and family, only to face devastating loss once again a few years later 
when the love of her life was diagnosed with leukemia.

Upon becoming a widow before she was thirty years old, the young mother was 
charged with raising her three children alone. Though she was stricken with 
grief, she set her mind and spirit upon the task she had promised her husband 
to see through: to raise and equip their children with the love, integrity,  and 
education that he himself so valued and had dreamed of imparting. 

This is the memoir of the young woman who exemplified values by which she 
would raise her children—values that are as relevant today as they were forty 
years ago. In spite of loss, grief, loneliness, frustration, and discrimination, her 
convictions and steadfast faith would reap great rewards, leading her to rejoice 
in the fruit of her labor while building a legacy that will continue for generations.
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A Memoir by 
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ALMOST ELEVEN

The Murder of Brenda Sue Sayers

By Harrell Glenn Crowson

Almost Eleven is the documentation of the January 7, 1965 abduction, 
rape and murder of ten year-old Brenda Sue Sayers in the small town of 
Brawley, California. Imperial Valley’s biggest crime is detailed through 
volumes of o�  cial records and interviews with witnesses, relatives and 
investigators.

Serial killer Robert Eugene Pennington not only murdered Sayers, 
but was a suspect in killing Dorothy Minor-Hindman in Fresno and 
possibly � fteen other innocent victims from coast to coast including 
one victim attributed to the Boston Strangler.

Extensive research provides the reader with details of Pennington’s 
life before and after his encounter with Brenda.

The author is a native of California and attended college at Imperial 

Valley College and San Diego State University. His initial entry into 

public service was as a police o�  cer in 1969. Crowson subsequently held 

positions as a Parks and Recreation Director, City Manager, and General 

Manager of various cities and special districts. He is married with three 

grown children and two grandchildren. Although retired, Crowson con-

tinues to write about large crimes in small towns. Crowson and his wife, 

Linda, currently reside in Desert Hot Springs, California.
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THE SI PETER SON STORY
A  L e g a c y  o f  F a i t h

by Si’s Mom - Anita Begieneman

A tale of miracles and hope, The Si Peterson Story recounts the 

extraordinary life of Frank Siedel Peterson (Si), a young, vibrant 

sixteen-year-old who fell from a high bar while doing gymnastics, and 

broke his neck. Instantly and totally paralyzed from his chin down, Si 

spent the next eighteen years of his life as a quadriplegic. Narrated 

by his devoted mother, Si’s journey is a beautiful example of a life 

lived with courage, faith, and complete trust in the Heavenly Father’s 

will. The Si Peterson Story leaves its reader inspired and strengthened 

by the legacy of Si’s unbreakable faith.

Anita Begieneman loves children and has embraced 
the title of “Mom” from many people over the years. 
She’s proud to have been known as Grand Mom, 
Great-Grand Mom, Step (or “Bonus”) Mom, Foster 
Mom, and Si’s Mom. This last name, “Si’s Mom,” 
is how Anita was known for the 18 years her son, Si 
Peterson, spent as a quadriplegic. Even today, many 
years after Si’s death, his friends approach her on the 
street and ask her, “Aren’t you Si’s Mom?” Anita’s role 
as Si’s Mom was a privilege and an honour, because Si 
was such a strong example of courage and faith. Anita 
feels as though she must have done something right 
in the spirit world to be chosen as Si’s mother, and she 

looks forward to the day she will be reunited with him. Before she was a Mom, Anita 
earned a teaching degree from the University of Alberta in Edmonton and spent 
� ve years working with children in an elementary school.
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Own It
Yo u r  S u c c e s s ,
Yo u r  F u t u r e ,

Yo u r  L i f e

written by

Clare Beckton
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Women today are bombarded with exhortations to “lean in” 

and break through glass ceilings—but we are only encouraged to do 

so as long as we don’t forget our “primary” duties, such as running 

a household or providing caregiving for children and aging parents. 

While trying to meet unrelenting demands in both professional and 

domestic arenas, we struggle to succeed in a system that has not yet 

fully adapted to our needs or our perspectives, even in this modern 

age.

Despite these obstacles, we can indeed control our lives and de� ne 

our own success according to our passions, our talents, and our 

ambitions. Coming from a poor, rural childhood in Saskatchewan and 

rising to an executive-level career in the nation’s capital, author Clare 

Beckton forged her own path to empowerment and success by trial 

and error along the way. With a balance of pragmatism, candour, and 

insight, Own It speaks to women everywhere while demonstrating 

how to truly lay claim to life on your own terms.
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Flipping through a bag of old photographs, Lynn Hellers relives 
her traumatic childhood growing up in the low-income row 
houses of Kingston, Ontario, in the 1970s and 80s. Against the 
backdrop of the dramatic social and political upheaval of the 
era, Lynn’s young life is dominated by crushing poverty and the 
violent explosions of her alcoholic and abusive father. When 
his anger wasn’t vented on their mother, he turned to Lynn 
and her younger siblings, who quickly learned to keep their 
thoughts to themselves. Amidst the burden of survival, Lynn’s 
coming of age is further complicated by a profound crisis 
of faith and heartbreaking confusion around her sexuality. 
Her only respite came from her caring and gentle maternal 
grandparents, who offered a safe haven and encouraged her to 
pursue her passion for visual art as well as a determination to 
carve out a life for herself. 

Lynn’s memoir is told with frank and unapologetic realism 
that is at times harshly troubling, and others bizarrely comical. 
It is a story of compelling resilience, crushing neglect, and 
unshakable hope.

Laurie Anne Hoover was born in Kingston, Ontario, 
where she received undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from Queen’s University. She maintains an 
active art practice, largely in painting, with works 
ranging from surrealism to post-modernism. 

She is a secondary school teacher and now 
resides with her partner in Brighton, Ontario.
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Trash: A True Story

Laurie Anne Hoover

hardcover • 34.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6272-6

paperback • 21.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6273-3

ebook • 5.99 USD 
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Almost Eleven: 

The Murder of Brenda 

Sue Sayers 

Harrell Glenn Crowson

hardcover • 35.99 USD 

978-1-4602-2227-0

paperback • 24.99 USD 

978-1-4602-2228-7

ebook • 2.99 USD 

978-1-4602-2229-4

Own It: Your Success, 

Your Future, Your Life

Clare Beckton

hardcover • 29.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5230-7

paperback • 14.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5231-4

ebook • 8.99 USD 

978-1-4602-5232-1

Mom 3MD: 

A Mother’s Story

Rose A. Hunt

hardcover • 31.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6258-0

paperback • 17.99 USD 

978-1-4602-6259-7

ebook • 4.99 USD 
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The Si Peterson Story: 

A Legacy of Faith

Anita Begieneman

hardcover • 32.99 USD 
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ebook • 2.99 USD 
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